
Fourteen years before the lump appeared on his neck, Nelson Lum’s San Francisco police unit was 
transferred to a new office in an unexpected location: the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard.

The shipyard is a federal Superfund waste site. By definition, it’s one of the most contaminated places in 
the country, tainted by radioactivity, heavy metals and other pollution. But in 1996, the toxic land offered 
what few places in San Francisco could: lots of space for a low price.

That year, the city decided to lease a large, empty building owned by the Navy for below-market rates. 
Known only as Building 606, it became the new headquarters for some specialized police units, including 
the SWAT team, the bomb squad, the Honda Unit, the K-9 Unit and the crime lab. Before long, more than 
100 officers and civilians were clocking in at the shipyard every day.
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Working in 
a wasteland
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Sent to a Superfund site, they were 
told they were safe. But the cops on the 

shipyard had good reason to doubt.
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Bert Bowers, shown at a nuclear power plant in South Carolina, is a whistle-blower in the cleanup of the 
former San Francisco Naval Shipyard at Hunters Point.



It was safe, according to the city and the Navy. They told the people in Building 606 that any nearby 
contaminants were minimal, too scant to cause harm.

“The building is clean, absolutely, and the area around it is clean,” a Navy representative promised in a 
March 1997 news story.

But at times, the cops felt unsure. Lum took Police Academy recruits on training runs around the ship-
yard, and more than once he was stunned when they passed Navy contractors outfitted in HazMat gear: 
goggles, respirators, disposable Tyvek uniforms.

“I’m in my shorts, and here are these guys walking around in space suits,” Lum recalled. “What’s 
wrong with this picture?”

Lum, 70, spent thousands of hours at the shipyard over eight years. He worked there every day for about 
a year, then returned regularly as a sergeant to lead SWAT exercises and academy trainings. He retired in 
2005 and didn’t think much more about it.

In 2011, his wife noticed the lump on his neck. A biopsy confirmed it was malignant. Lum had thyroid 
cancer.

He asked his doctors if there might be 
a link to his time at the shipyard. They 
said they had no way of knowing.

Now cancer-free after two surgeries 
and two courses of radiation, Lum has 
been thinking about the shipyard again 
in recent months, alarmed by a scandal 
that has rocked the Navy’s billion-dollar 
effort to remove toxic material from the 
site.

The cleanup is a sprawling drama 
with a large cast. The Navy owns the 
land and hires contractors to test it 
and haul away contaminants. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and 
other regulators oversee the work. But 
somewhere along the line things went 
awry. Half a dozen former radiation 
workers have accused the main cleanup 
contractor, Tetra Tech, of violating safety standards to save money and make the site appear clean when it 
wasn’t. Two former Tetra Tech supervisors were sentenced to federal prison this year after admitting they 
falsified records and swapped soil samples. And the Navy and EPA say they have found wider patterns of 
likely fraud or manipulation in many radioactivity measurements across the site.

Tetra Tech has stood by its work and contested the whistle-blowers’ allegations, saying that “claims 
made against Tetra Tech EC by a handful of former subcontractors and employees are false.” Yet now the 
Navy is preparing to retest much of the shipyard.

“We pretty much believed that the city would not put us in danger,” Lum said. But lately, after hearing 
about problems with the cleanup, “I mean, it makes you wonder.”

Lum is among hundreds of cops and civilians who worked at 606 over the years, and one of many trying 
to figure out if they were put at risk. The city still leases the building; about 40 police employees work 
there today.

In early May, another retired SFPD officer contacted The Chronicle, asking whether reporters had 
heard of Building 606. Since then, Chronicle reporters have interviewed 30 former police officers who 
worked there and have examined hundreds of documents related to 606 and its surroundings, including 
leases, emails between public officials and decades-old Navy files.

Those records show the shipyard posed threats to city employees from the beginning. According to city 
and Navy reports, Building 606’s tap water and ventilation system were initially contaminated, and toxic 
gases were released near the building on multiple occasions. The Navy later discovered radioactive mate-
rials next door to Building 606 and in surrounding areas, raising the possibility of wider problems. But 
the Navy waited years to probe further — and when an investigation was finally performed, it was done 
by Tetra Tech, whose work is now in question.
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Nelson Lum holds a photo of himself as a San Francisco police 
officer. Lum, now retired, worked in Building 606 at the former 
Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, a Superfund cleanup site. Lum 
and several other officers contracted cancer but are not sure 
working at Building 606 is linked to the disease.



Retired officers told The Chronicle 
that potential hazards weren’t clearly 
explained.

“We called it the Land of the Lost be-
cause they left us out there,” said Paul 
Swiatko, 68, a retired officer who was 
stationed at 606 with the Honda Unit, 
cops who rode dirt bikes. “We were 
kept in the dark.”

The Navy and SFPD sent statements 
in response to questions for this story, 
emphasizing that the building is safe.

“Based on a review of all available site 
related information, the Navy remains 
confident that Building 606 is safe for 
occupancy,” wrote Derek Robinson, 
the Navy’s environmental coordinator 
for the shipyard. A police spokesman said “concerns and potential issues” about 606 over the last two 
decades have been documented by commanders and “promptly addressed.” He said the San Francisco 
Department of Public Health “has consistently assured SFPD that Building 606 is safe for the men and 
women who work there.”

The health department is the lead city agency monitoring the shipyard cleanup. In response to ques-
tions about Building 606, a spokeswoman wrote, “It is very important that the past and current occu-
pants of Building 606 know that they were and are safe, and that there is no evidence of exposure to 
health hazards related to the Shipyard cleanup in that building. Because there is no exposure, there is no 
risk.”

An EPA spokeswoman said in an email that the lease restricted cops to safe areas, and added that the 
building was designed to protect workers from any contaminants that might lay beneath. “EPA believes 
the workers in Building 606 are protected from potential radiological and volatile organic compound 
contamination,” she said.

This, in essence, has been the official story for decades, told in certainties and absolutes. The shipyard 
has been portrayed as a known quantity and its cleanup as a tidy process, controlled by restrictions noted 
on paper, fences in the field, and oversight by multiple regulators.

The reality is more complex, as the saga of Building 606 demonstrates. It goes beyond cops and dirt, 
helping explain why San Francisco’s most important redevelopment project since the 1906 earthquake 
has consumed a quarter century and a billion dollars and still isn’t done. Records show that officials 
shortened environmental reviews as part of a scramble to open the shipyard to commerce. The Navy 
distorted the history and potential risks of the Building 606 site. And the city signed on. The ones with 
the least power, and least information, were the hundreds of people who 
worked there. And for them, the shipyard was a place of chaos, danger 
and mystery.

Fallout
On July 25, 1946, off Bikini Atoll, a set of small islands in the Pacific 

Ocean, the U.S. military performed one of the most dramatic atomic 
tests of the 20th century, known as Shot Baker. A large bomb was det-
onated underwater. The ocean heaved. In “a giant and unprecedented 
spectacle,” as one military account later described it, a million tons of 
water spurted up in a great white column a mile high, spreading into an 
incandescent dome of toxic moisture.

At the dawn of the Cold War, the military wanted to know how ships and people would be damaged 
by the deadly and long-lasting radioactive poisons spread by nuclear explosions. So they brought nearly 
100 “target” ships to Bikini, some loaded with live pigs and sheep, and set off two atomic bombs at close 
range, the second of which was Baker.

The results startled U.S. officials. They had expected some contamination but not the near-total poison-

Last year the Navy revealed that Tetra Tech’s measurements 
of radioactivity near the police building showed “evidence of 
potential data manipulation or falsification.” Until the areas 
are re-tested, it’s unclear whether radioactive materials remain 
in the soil at dangerous levels. 



ing they observed among the assembled 
cruisers, battleships and aircraft carri-
ers. Shot Baker soaked the ships, turn-
ing them into “radioactive stoves” that 
“would have burned all living things 
aboard with invisible and painless but 
deadly radiation,” officials wrote in a 
secret cable to the Joint Chiefs of Staff in 
Washington.

The Navy tried to decontaminate the 
ships at Bikini, sending in crews of 
sailors to scrub the decks with soap and 
brushes. It didn’t work. Their clothes 
became radioactive. The pigs started to 
keel over and die.

The military ordered the “most heav-
ily contaminated ships” to proceed to 
Hunters Point, where a group of Navy 
scientists and civilians had been study-
ing radiation. The U.S. government 
hoped these experts might know how to 
handle the radioactive death armada it 
had created.

Eighteen target ships and 61 support 
ships made the voyage to San Francis-
co. When they arrived, the scientists 
examined them, dragging the nuclear 
fallout into the shipyard.

First known as the RADLAB, then 
the Naval Radiological Defense Labo-
ratory, or NRDL, the Navy’s research 
group was centered in the southern end 
of the shipyard. The 500-acre shipyard 
is shaped a bit like a human left hand. 
The original NRDL buildings stood in 
the depression of the palm — the same 
area where, decades later, hundreds of 
elite San Francisco police officers would 
be stationed.

Among these buildings were “hot” 
chemistry and biology labs, kennels for 
animals given lethal doses of radiation, 
and storage vaults for radioactive elements used in the experiments. The Navy also stashed drums of ra-
dioactive waste in temporary shacks in the area.

In the decades to come, one of the buildings in particular would shape the police presence at the ship-
yard: Building 503, originally a kitchen and mess hall. After the A-bomb tests, Navy leaders realized that 
a special facility was needed to wash the contaminated clothing of sailors at Hunters Point. An “urgent” 
request for funds was made, and a laundry was installed inside 503 — a “Radioactive Laundry.”

The 1940s and ‘50s were a more lenient era , safetywise. Navy records describe the shipyard’s first radio-
logical safety section as a “small band” of junior officers with equipment consisting “of one coffee pot and 
six Geiger counters, only two of which worked.” To illuminate the dials of instruments and base signage, 
the Navy used glowing paint made of radium-226, a powerful radiation emitter that decays into radon gas. 
Spills of radioactive materials were not uncommon. At the Radioactive Laundry, each wash cycle could 
flush more than 100 gallons of wastewater through the pipes and drains, potentially leaking into the soil.

The work left behind unknown quantities of what the Navy calls “radionuclides of concern,” every-
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A million tons of water shoot up in a giant column a mile high 
near Navy ships during an atomic-bomb test off Bikini Atoll in 
the Pacific on July 25, 1946. Many of the vessels, which were 
heavily contaminated with radiation, were sent to the Hunters 
Point Naval Shipyard in San Francisco, where Navy scientists 
were studying the effects of such radiation. 
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thing from the radium in the dials to the 
components of atomic fallout and sci-
ence experiments, including cesium-137, 
which emits harmful beta and gamma 
rays, and strontium-90, which mimics 
calcium and damages bone marrow, 
potentially leading to cancer.

The NRDL closed in 1969, but radio-
activity remained, in the drain lines and 
the soil, and the Navy mostly just left it 
there, razing former rad-lab structures 
and creating some new buildings atop 
the old soil.

This was the case with Building 606, 
the future police office. Originally in-
tended to support a historic battleship, 
it was a roomy steel rectangle, with 54,000 square feet of warehouse space on the first floor and another 
36,000 square feet of offices. The Navy built it in 1989 directly above the former site of the Radioactive 
Laundry. Its parking lot to the south grazed the soil footprints of two former radiation laboratories.

Despite the history of the property, the Navy didn’t check the soil for likely contaminants such as radi-
um-226, cesium-137 and strontium-90. Instead, it decided on a strategy of prevention. It scooped off the 
top 5½ feet of soil from the old laundry site and set it to the side, using the void as a crawl space beneath a 
portion of the new building. The crawl space was ventilated and covered with a concrete slab. Such barri-
ers may diminish radiation and other hazards, but don’t necessarily eliminate them.

As soon as it was completed, 606 was no longer needed. The battleship wasn’t coming to San Francis-
co, after all. The building sat vacant until 1991, when it was briefly pressed into service as a military post 
office during Operation Desert Storm. Then it emptied again until 1994, when a film company subleased 
it temporarily as a soundstage for the children’s movie “James and the Giant Peach.”

The film crew entered, the stop-motion models were shot, the peach ascended into a cartoon-blue sky, 
and again 606 was abandoned, another shell in a ghost town.

The city of San Francisco saw an 
opportunity.

Good to go
A list of vacant shipyard buildings 

started to circulate through San Fran-
cisco city offices in 1994.

For city officials, especially soon-
to-be-mayor Willie Brown, the list 
was like a treasure map. They had 
dreamed of developing the shipyard, of 
transforming the desolate, windblown 
acres into houses, businesses and new 
streams of tax revenue.

It would help grow the city and the 
surrounding neighborhood, Bay-
view-Hunters Point, a historically black 
community with high rates of poverty, 
asthma and other health problems. Res-
idents had long been concerned about 
the toxic acres next door.

“The investment opportunity here represents something that’s unique in America,” Brown would later 
say at the groundbreaking ceremony for the first housing development on shipyard land. “There is no 
other piece of soil as potentially lucrative and profitable for the public sector and private sector.”

Brown is a principal at an investment fund that raises money for the site’s master developer, Lennar/

The U.S. military set off two atomic bombs in 1946 during 
nuclear tests in Bikini Atoll, leading to a startling amount of 
contamination, according to a secret cable sent to the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff in Washington and later unearthed by the National 
Security Archive. 

Terry Ashe / Associated Press 2002

San Francisco Mayor Willie Brown exchanges pens with Navy 
Secretary Gordon England in Washington after signing an 
agreement with the Navy for a master plan for the cleanup of 
hazardous waste at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, as 
Sen. Dianne Feinstein and Rep. Nancy Pelosi watch on Jan. 23, 2002. 



In its heyday, the Hunters Point Naval Shipyard was a mighty economic engine driving 
jobs to the Bay Area, and for the last quarter century, the city has been trying to bring it 
back to life. But radioactive and chemical toxins in the shipyard’s soil have proven 

difficult to remove. A massive cleanup effort has consumed more than $1 billion and 
still isn’t done. The Navy now plans to retest much of the land for radioactivity, amid a 
scandal over faked soil samples. 

RADLAB buildings 
include:

507: Radiological 
laboratory

506: Animal 
experimentation; 
storage for radioactive 
waste and fuel oil

509: Animal 
irradiation studies

529: Underground 
isotope storage vault 
and neutron generator

RADLAB
The contaminated ships were 
pulled into the dry docks at the 
shipyard and examined by the 
Navy’s radiation research group, 
first known as the RADLAB. The 
scientists were centered in a 
cluster of numbered buildings 
beginning with the number 5. 
These “500-series” buildings 
included “hot” chemistry and 
biology labs, kennels for 
animals given lethal doses of 
radiation and storage for 
radioactive waste and fuel oil.

BUILDING 503
Building 503 sat at the 
northern end of the 
“500 series.” It was 
originally a kitchen and 
mess hall, but after the 
A-bomb tests the Navy 
transformed part of it 
into a “Radioactive 
Laundry” to wash 
contaminated clothing. 
Each wash cycle at the 
facility could flush 
more than a hundred 
gallons of wastewater 
through the pipes and 
drains. The Navy later 
demolished it.

FALLOUT
In 1946, the U.S. military 
detonated two atomic 
bombs in the Pacific to 
study the effects of 
radiation on a fleet of nearly 
100 ships, some loaded with 
live pigs and sheep. The 
ships became so radioactive 
they couldn’t be used. Pigs 
keeled over and died. The 
most heavily contaminated 
ships were brought back to 
the Hunters Point Naval 
Shipyard in San Francisco.

BUILDING 606 
In 1989, the Navy removed some of the 
old soil from the Radioactive Laundry, 
constructed a concrete-lined crawl 
space, and put a large steel building on 
that spot: Building 606. San Francisco 
leased Building 606 from the Navy in 
1996 and began moving police officers 
into the building the following year. 
Despite the radioactive history of the 
site, the original lease documents 
stated that “no radiological hazards are 
expected.” The Navy also didn’t 
mention that a Radioactive Laundry had 
operated on the land where Building 
606 sits, describing the former structure 
as “Ship’s Subsistence and Laundry.”

THE FIRE 
The Navy and the city told 
police that Building 606 was 
safe. But sometimes police 
officers questioned these 
assurances, as in 2000 when 
the toxic landfill 2,000 feet 
away caught fire and began 
spewing multicolored smoke. 
The fire smoldered for a 
month. A federal health 
agency later concluded that it 
could have caused “short-
term adverse health effects” 
 but no long-term damage.

RADIOACTIVE
In 2002 and 2003, 
radiation technicians 
found elevated levels of 
radioactivity in the soil 
footprints of demolished 
“500-series” buildings, 
raising the possibility of 
wider problems. The Navy 
decided that more 
investigations were 
needed, but didn’t do 
them right away. For the 
next eight years, the soil 
surrounding the police 
building remained a 
radiological question 
mark, and when the probe 
was finally performed, in 
2011, it was done by a 
Navy contractor whose 
work practices are now in 
question.

NEW 
HOUSING
Up the hill 
from 
Building 606 
is an area 
known as 
Parcel A, 
which was 
transferred 
to the city in 
2004. 
Hundreds of 
homes have 
since been 
built on the 
land and thousands more are planned. Because 
of concerns raised by whistleblowers and 
homeowners, a state agency is now re-scanning 
the area for radioactivity. On July 24, homeown-
ers sued the developer and the Navy contractor, 
alleging fraud and negligence. The developer 
and contractor have denied wrongdoing. 
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The 1940s and ’50s were a more lenient 
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IR-01/21. Spills of radioactive materials 
were not uncommon.
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FivePoint; a former Brown adviser who worked on shipyard leases, Kofi Bonner, is FivePoint’s co-chief 
operating officer.

In the beginning, no one knew how much the shipyard would cost to clean up, or how long it would 
take, but everyone was in a hurry to get started. The city wanted to develop the land. The Navy wanted to 
be rid of it. And Brown, who took over the mayor’s office in 1996, wanted a legacy.

To the city, leasing some of the shipyard’s empty buildings seemed like a logical first step, and it had a 
perfect tenant in mind: the Police Department. At the time, its Tactical Division was spread across four 
city locations, decreasing its effectiveness. The city priced the monthly rents for buildings of similar size: 
$275,052 for a warehouse next to Candlestick Park, $138,000 for space on Harbor Bay Island in Alameda. 
In contrast, Building 606 would cost a mere $18,000.

On Feb. 13, 1996, Brown appeared at Building 606 with Navy officials, announcing the deal: The city’s 
development agency would lease 606 and two additional buildings at Hunters Point, subleasing 606 to the 
Police Department. Brown hailed it as a first step in bringing life back to the shipyard.

“The sooner the Navy gets out of town, the better,” Brown joked.
On Wednesday, Brown, who writes a column for The Chronicle, said police leadership pushed for the 



site and he supported the idea: “My capable police chiefs at the time recommended using that site, and I 
approved it. We were working with the information we had at the time.”

Brown said he couldn’t recall specifics behind the move to the shipyard. But city documents from 1996 
suggest he played an active role and was a driving force behind it. A city development specialist referred to 
“the Mayor’s desire to place the Field Operations Bureau of the Police Department in Building 606,” and a 
police captain “said he thought the Mayor wanted the SFPD out there long term.”

When Brown and others pitched the 606 deal to the public, the focus was on the promise of economic 
development, not the health and environmental challenges of running a busy office at a Superfund site. 
In documents required by federal law, 
however, the Navy and EPA had been 
taking an inventory of toxic material.

At Superfund sites authorities set 
“cleanup goals,” acceptable levels of 
different contaminants based on the 
cancer risk posed to humans living or 
working on the site. In the early 1990s, 
the Navy found substances in the soil 
around Building 606 at elevated levels 
requiring cleanup, including heavy 
metals like lead that can cause brain 
damage and industrial chemicals like 
benzene. To the west lay two toxic 
areas: a waste dump 800 feet away, con-
taining about 2,750 radioactive radium 
dials, according to one city estimate, 
and a landfill farther north that was 
full of hazardous chemicals from a 
ship-repair company.

As early as 1993, the Navy also knew 
there were serious problems with lead 
and copper in the drinking water sup-
plied to shipyard buildings. The water 
was corrosive to pipes, leaching lead 
into the water at unsafe levels.

Although the Navy listed some 
known hazards in lease documents for 
Building 606, the leasing process was 
built for speed. The original term of the 
lease was short, limited to a year and a 
half. The Navy concluded that a temporary police presence would cause “no significant impact” to human 
safety or the environment, which cleared the way for an abbreviated review of the site.

The Navy offered the building “as is” and included a few restrictions: The city had to put a fence around 
606 and couldn’t dig in the soil without Navy approval. “Although contaminants may be present imme-
diately outside and nearby Building 606, they are not accessible if proper precautions are followed,” the 
Navy wrote.

The site’s extensive radioactive history was summarized in a few brisk and misleading paragraphs. “No 
radiological hazards are expected.”

The Navy didn’t mention that a Radioactive Laundry had operated on the land where Building 606 sits. 
The Navy gave the former structure a more innocuous name, Ship’s Subsistence and Laundry, and wrote 
that it had no history of “the storage or use of hazardous materials.”

As for the lead and copper in drinking water, the Navy didn’t mention that either, although the sublease 
to the Police Department did point out the moral dangers of doing business with Northern Ireland or 
Myanmar, as required by city code.

The EPA signed off on the paperwork, the Board of Supervisors approved the lease, and the city pre-
pared to move in — over the objections of the Police Officers Association. The city health department 
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San Francisco Police Officer Lewis Fong, who is now retired, 
during an August 2007 motorcycle training near Building 606 at 
the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. 

When the Navy leased Building 606 to the city, the Navy failed 
to mention that the structure was built on the site of a former 
“contaminated laundry” that had been used to wash radioactive 
clothing. 



promised to monitor the cops’ well-being. An industrial hygienist would be assigned to Building 606 to 
keep the police informed about any risks posed by the evolving cleanup.

“Hazardous waste sites can contain many unknowns,” city health official Vickie Wells wrote in a letter 
to a police captain.

To reassure the police, the SFPD held a big meeting in January 1997. The Navy and Mayor Brown’s of-
fice sent representatives. The Navy told cops their area was clean.

“I was worried because I knew they did nuclear testing,” said Alexandria Brunner-Jones, a K-9 officer 
at Building 606 from 1997 to 2010. “They said, ‘No, we’ve done all the soil samples, it’s clean, you’re good to 
go.’”

At one point, according to several officers who were there, an officer asked the mayor’s aide: “If your 
kids were to attend school at that Superfund site in the shipyard, would you be OK with it?”

After a long pause, the aide replied, “Well, I can’t answer that question.”
“You just did,” the cop said.

‘Blue canaries’
From the main gate of the shipyard, it’s a mile to Building 606. Start at the top of the hill, on a 75-acre 

chunk of land known as Parcel A, where a private developer now sells million-dollar homes, and drive 
downhill into a grim plain of mostly derelict buildings that stretches to the bay.

Crows, wind, dirt, broken windows. Keep going south, toward the water, and one building stands out, 
an intact two-story structure with light-gray siding and four palm trees flanking the entrance: Building 
606.

“We trusted that it was a safe area,” said Eddie St. Andre, 80, a retired SWAT officer. “That the city 
wouldn’t even allow us to go out there if it was a hazard.”

The cops didn’t know it when they moved in, but the building had been sitting dormant for six years, 
and the Navy hadn’t cleaned it. When the ventilation system was turned on, years of accumulated dust 
and other debris went coursing through the building.

The tap water tasted funny, too. Occupants complained of a greasy texture, an oily smell. The Police 
Department brought in bottled water, at a cost of $450 a month.

Cops started getting sick. A physician 
with UC San Francisco examined eight 
officers and documented dry coughs, eye 
irritation, rashes and headaches, as well 
as “dizziness, light headedness, tired-
ness, weakness, or irritability.” Mark 
Madsen, a former member of the Tactical 
Division who worked at 606 for 12 years, 
said he developed a rash across his stom-
ach and groin. His doctor, stumped, gave 
him a topical cream for psoriasis.

At the time, a few officers tipped off 
reporters, hoping the city would rethink 
the move, but police commanders said it 
was too late to reverse course. Asked for 
comment, one Navy official suggested in 
a March 1997 article that the cops were lazy.

“I know the building is safe,” said Domenic Zigant, regional base-conversion manager for the Navy. “It 
appears the police officers don’t want the longer commute.”

In a July 1997 letter, four months after Zigant’s promise of safety, the Navy finally informed the city 
about high levels of lead and copper in the shipyard’s drinking water — a fact the Navy had known since 
1993. The city fired back, “Why the delay in notification?” and asked if the Navy had told other shipyard 
tenants about the “long term lead problem.”

By that point, the city hygienist stationed at 606 was flagging a wide range of possible hazards, includ-
ing the building’s tap water. Edward Ochi tracked the results of multiple tests in memos to health depart-
ment leaders. In a June 1997 test of 606’s drinking water, petroleum compounds were found in every water 
sample; two months later, one sample tested positive for lead at 17 times the safe level, Ochi reported. The 

In December 1997, an industrial hygienist with the city health 
department warned of serious problems at Building 606 and the 
consequences of not addressing them. 



water also contained trihalomethanes, chemicals that can cause heart and liver problems. Two years later, 
city officials were still struggling to fix the water, according to a 1999 email by the health department’s 
Vickie Wells. She wrote that it was the city’s problem to solve; the Navy wasn’t likely to be much help, 
“given the minimal amount of rent being paid.”

The hygienist Ochi also warned his bosses about “extremely poor” communication from the Navy, 
saying he and the police at 606 rarely knew where Navy contractors were going to be working. He shared 
an astonishing story: In fall 1997, Navy contractors working at the toxic landfill accidentally punched holes 
in buried cylinders of chlorine gas — a deadly substance that can dissolve lung tissue when inhaled. The 
incident happened the equivalent of a few city blocks away from 606, but the Navy didn’t tell the people 
in the building, who only heard about it later from a representative with a state water agency. Subsequent 
updates, Ochi said, came from a nearby sandwich shop.

“Failure to immediately and (adequately) address concerns regarding site hazards, both real and per-
ceived will result in illnesses and human suffering, losses in productivity, and ongoing morale problems,” 
Ochi warned.

Asked about the memos, a health department spokeswoman said the city had acted on Ochi’s recom-
mendations and took steps to improve communication with the Navy. She described the issues found at 
606 as typical of dormant buildings. The hygienists monitored the air and water on a regular basis and 
repeatedly concluded the building was safe. Later tests of the water found no problems, according to a 1999 
memo by the hygienist at the time, who believed the issues had been resolved by “flushing” the pipes. A 
Police Department spokesman said this month that bottled water is still supplied to 606 “as a courtesy.”

Cops had more to worry about than the building itself. They had to navigate the muddy roads of the 
shipyard to get to work in the morning, to leave for patrols in the city, and to go home at night. On regular 
training days, they might be stuck at the shipyard for 16 hours at a time, roaming far beyond Building 606.

K-9 officers ran their dogs in the fields, teaching them to sniff out bombs and drugs. The bomb squad 
fired explosives into dirt targets, and the SWAT team practiced searches in empty buildings containing 
asbestos and lead paint, stirring up dust that dulled their shoes. They shared the roads with trucks haul-
ing tainted soil out of the shipyard, 80 to 100 truckloads per day during heavy periods, totaling tens of 
thousands of tons.

The city hygienists sometimes taped 
memos to the wall telling the police not 
to enter certain areas of the site. But cops 
questioned the hygienists’ ability to pro-
tect them. There was a lot of turnover in 
the role; in the first 10 years, six different 
hygienists served at 606 and the position 
was vacant for about five months in 1999 
after Ochi left.

Police commanders also sometimes 
defied restrictions put in place by the hy-
gienists or the Navy, according to former 
Muni Transit and Honda Unit Officer Bob Johnston. During a training program in 1999, Johnston said, he 
and other police were told to do crowd-control exercises in abandoned buildings near 606. Commanders 
“had no permission to be in there,” Johnston said. “They told us to keep quiet about it.” Asked about the 
incident, a police spokesman said the department has “no knowledge” of such an exercise near 606.

Stuck in the shipyard’s information vacuum, the cops were forced to interpret the strange things they 
saw, heard and smelled. And from time to time, they got hints that all wasn’t right.

One day, a cop’s shoe melted. He’d gone for a run in a fairly new pair of running shoes and stowed them 
in his locker. By the next day, one of the shoes had “just absolutely disintegrated,” said Robert Malliaras, 
59, who spent 12 years at the shipyard with SWAT and the Honda Unit.

On another occasion, a Department of Public Works employee refused to mow the overgrown weeds 
next to 606. “He goes, ‘No, it’s contaminated, I’m not touching it,’” recalled Richard Lee, a former SWAT 
officer at 606 who later became the vehicle fleet manager.

The K-9 dogs started getting sick. At least two previously healthy German shepherds died of cancer 
after training at the shipyard. One had been trained by Brunner-Jones, including her favorite dog, a sa-
ble-colored German shepherd named Crocker. He was 9 when he ran into a glass door at top speed, injur-

City officials consistently dismissed the health concerns of police 
and civilians working in Building 606, telling them the building 
was safe. During a meeting of multiple city agencies in 2002, a 
participant described the police employees in Building 606 as 
“paranoid,” according to handwritten notes of the meeting. 



ing his spleen. A veterinarian found it full of tumors.
But perhaps the most troubling omen was a fire. Three and a half years after police moved onto the 

shipyard, smoke began to rise near the waterline. The August 2000 fire smoldered for a month, spewing 
smoke that was sometimes gray, sometimes multicolored with flares of green or blue. The smoke wafted 
toward the cops. But they couldn’t get a clear answer about what might be burning, they said.

“We were like, ‘What the hell?’” recalled Oscar Carcelen, 59, a Muni transit officer who worked at 606 
for seven years. “Then we started figuring it out. This is all chemicals from shit they buried for years and 
years.”

It was the landfill 2,000 feet to the northwest, one of the most tainted parcels at the shipyard. The Navy 
didn’t notify the EPA of the fire until weeks later, according to news reports at the time. The cops said they 
tried frantically to get information from commanders and were told to avoid going outside when smoke 
was blowing toward the building.

The Navy was slow to test the gases in the plume that rose from the landfill, waiting three weeks to start 
collecting daily air samples. After the fire was out and contractors covered the landfill with a “cap,” the 
Navy reported it had found nine contaminants in air at the landfill, including arsenic and chloroform. A 
federal health agency concluded the fire could have caused “short-term adverse health effects” but no long-
term damage.

The cops wanted out.
That year, the chief of police called the health department, saying that cops at 606 were “concerned 

about hazardous radiation exposure,” a health department leader reported to a colleague in an email. The 
health official thought the city should share more information. “The police need reassuring,” she wrote. 
“I think what has happened is that our folks know whats going on, and that there is no risk involved, so 
have just ‘dismissed’ the cops fears rather than providing the data, reassurance and guidance that the top 
command staff are looking for.”

The police who worked in 606 said nothing changed. Two years later, in a meeting of city agencies, one 
participant described the police employees of 606 as “paranoid,” according to handwritten notes of the 
meeting.

The 606 cops felt like lab rats, canaries in a coal mine. “We’re the first ones in,” Carcelen said. “We’re the 
blue canaries.”

Grim jokes began to circulate:
At the shipyard, you don’t need to use your headlights, because at night, you glow.
Twenty years from now, our balls are going to be green.
According to Madsen, “The city still said, ‘Hey, you guys are still safe there. We wouldn’t put you out 

there if it wasn’t safe.’”

Assume the worst
Decked out in a white hard hat, safety glasses and steel-toed safety boots, Bert Bowers walked slowly 

through the dusty fields near Building 606, holding a radiation scanner low to the ground.

Lea Suzuki / The Chronicle

Lewis Fong (left), Richard Tong, Paul Swiatko, Mel Bautista, Mark Madsen and 
Victor Tsang pose for a reunion photo in May at the former Hunters Point Naval 
Shipyard outside Building 606, where they were stationed when they worked as 
part of the Tactical Division of the San Francisco Police Department. 



It was 2002, and Bowers had just been hired to measure radioactivity at the shipyard. Bowers previous-
ly had spent decades as a “rad tech” and supervisor at nuclear plants, teaching the mantra of his profes-
sion: Assume the worst until you prove otherwise.

“It’s not rocket science,” Bowers said recently. “It’s just the industry standard.”
The Navy had ordered a survey of the neighborhood around 606 — the birthplace of the rad labs — and 

it wasn’t long before Bowers located trouble spots that caused his device to emit a loud whine that rose in 
pitch.

“It was screaming hot,” Bowers recalled — rad-tech parlance for a very high reading. He estimated that 
one of those areas was no more than 35 or 50 yards from Building 606. Bowers later joined Tetra Tech as 
its chief radiological safety officer and was fired, he said, for pointing out that the company was ignoring 
safety principles. Tetra Tech has said Bowers’ claims are false.

Around the same time Bowers found the hot readings with his scanner, more than 300 soil samples 
from this part of the shipyard, and an area a bit farther west, were tested for radioactivity. Within the 
top layer of soil, cesium-137 contamination was “moderately extensive,” according to a Navy report, while 
radium-226 was “widespread.” One sample from next to 606 — south of the parking lot, where the Navy 
radiation labs used to be — showed an amount of radium-226 nearly three times higher than the cleanup 
goal.

The Navy and the EPA declared in 2004 that areas near Building 606 were “radiologically impacted,” 
which meant contamination was likely and more investigation needed to be done.

The shipyard had always been a place 
of mysteries, but with these new find-
ings, the uncertainties were multiplying.

Instead of slowing down, though, the 
city turned 606 into a destination, former 
officers said. A helipad was built next 
door, drawing new traffic to the ship-
yard, and the city added audiovisual fea-
tures to a large classroom in 606, offering 
training courses to cops in the city and 
beyond. The moves opened the shipyard 
to more people at a time when the cleanup was about to enter its most intense phase.

“People were out cleaning with white suits and wearing masks, and we never had any of that,” said 
Madsen. “We just kept working out here. Working, running, training, showering, eating.”

By 2005, the Navy was worried about the safety of its shipyard tenants, moving to end their leases be-
fore contractors started digging up and testing every sewer and storm line for contamination.

“Our main concern was safety,” Doug Gilkey, the Navy’s base closure manager, said in an August 2005 
Chronicle article. “These lines go under the roads. They go under buildings. When we start digging them 
up, we’re going to have trenches all over the base. Because of the safety, we needed to terminate those leas-
es.”

But city officials, confronted again with the possible dangers of the shipyard — this time by its owner - 
still didn’t want to vacate Building 606.

The city asked to keep the lease. The Navy relented. The cops remained.
Conditions worsened, officers said. Eighteen-wheelers rattled the roads, carrying the concrete chunks 

of razed buildings and loads of contaminated soil and sand. To control the dust, contractors sprayed water 
on the same roads the cops were using, swamping their cars and motorcycles with mud.

“It was filthy,” said Sharon Ferrigno, who worked at Building 606 for four years as a lieutenant in the 
city’s Homeland Security Unit. “Our cars were just caked on with that junk.”

The mud “was in places where we worked out, places where we ate, places where we changed,” said 
Madsen. “We were there on a daily basis, up to 16, 18 hours a day sometimes, unprotected.”

“They never covered those trucks,” Malliaras said. “When the wind would blow, and it blew a lot, it 
would just blow that dirt everywhere.”

Officers weren’t worried just about themselves; they felt guilty about taking pieces of the shipyard home 
to their families, their partners and kids, on their clothes and even in the fur of their K-9 dogs. “Some of 
these guys, not me, but they slept with their dogs,” said Gene Kalinin, 59, a retired K-9 officer. The dogs 
“weren’t pets, but they lived with these guys. Some brought them in their houses.”

By 2004, the Navy clarified that Building 606 had been 
built on the site of a former “contaminated laundry facility,” 
which raised the possibility of radioactivity in the soil 
beneath the police. 



Paul Swiatko was frustrated enough to write a memo to a captain in 2007. The Honda Unit officers, 
exposed on their dirt bikes, were getting swamped by “unhealthy dust” and “sloppy slick mud,” he wrote. 
The captain agreed that the situation was unacceptable, replying in a letter, “We should have been out of 
here well before this construction project ever began.” Swiatko said he never heard more after that.

The city did make a concession, acknowledging in a memo that there was “an inordinate amount of 
dust” and agreeing to pay $10,805.64 for 636 vouchers at the Tower Car Wash on Mission Street. Each 
employee at 606 got two free car washes per month.

The next year, 2009, most of the officers finally left the shipyard. The SFPD relocated the Tactical Divi-
sion to a building in Potrero Hill, which was more central and allowed for quicker responses to emergen-
cies.

But the city held onto the lease and has kept the crime lab in Building 606, along with 40 employees, 
even as the central question at 606 remains unanswered: What’s in the soil?

When the Tactical Division moved out in 2009, a comprehensive probe of the area had never been 
performed. In 2011 and 2012, a cleanup contractor finally tested a new set of soil samples — and partly 
because the contractor was Tetra Tech, the results produced more questions than answers.

Tetra Tech concluded that two areas south of the parking lot were clear of dangerous radioactivity. The 
company also checked the soil that had been excavated from beneath the building years earlier. Tetra Tech 
found elevated levels of cesium-137 in a few samples of that soil and disposed of it as “low-level radioactive 
waste.” But the Navy said last year that many of Tetra Tech’s measurements in this area can’t be trusted 
and need to be retaken.

As for the soil directly beneath 606 — soil that is still there — it was left alone. Authorities had said it 
needed to be checked for radioactivity. “The area beneath Building 606 will require a radiological survey, 
and remediation if necessary,” the Navy wrote in 2008. Based on available records, it doesn’t appear this 
survey has ever been performed.

Today, government agencies are wrestling with large questions about the future of the shipyard - ques-
tions about retesting, about politics, about restoring public trust. Meanwhile, the city officials in charge of 
606 have been facing more mundane challenges, at an aging building they were asked to leave long ago.

“Ladies and Gentlemen, we have another sewer line leak,” a city engineer wrote on March 23, 2016.
The sewage system at 606 had broken down, resulting in periodic floods of liquid waste that threatened 

to shut down the crime lab. The emergency spawned emails between the city and Navy. “These issues at 
Bldg 606 are getting to be numerous and ridiculous,” one Navy staffer complained. Another Navy official 
pointed out that the city really should have left 606 a decade earlier.

“If you recall at that time, the Navy wanted to cease all leasing,” the Navy official wrote.
To fix the problem, an underground sewer vault was needed, and a pit had to be dug to hold the vault. 

But because this was Building 606, the question arose: Did the excavated soil need to be scanned for radio-
activity? The Navy and city said no, as long as the pit was at least 5 feet away from an area that the Navy 
will eventually be retesting.

“Scanning it will involve extra contracts & will take extra time & money & will delay the project,” the 
health department’s point person on the shipyard, Amy Brownell, emailed a Navy official in November. 
“And since it can be avoided, let’s take the easy path.”

People still in the building remain nervous about radiation, according to recent emails provided by the 
health and police departments. On May 7, a crime lab staffer emailed the current city hygienist at 606, 
saying that employees were concerned about radiation in and around the building and asking if the hy-
gienist could perform a radiation test. The hygienist didn’t think so: “We have some old Geiger counters 
that have not been calibrated for a few years,” he replied. “Beyond that we do not have radiation detection 
equipment.”

That same week, something happened at 606 that echoed the warnings of communication problems 
from two decades prior: “One of our employees was stopped and tested for radiation while walking in an 
area surrounding the building today,” a crime lab employee emailed the hygienist. Apparently the em-
ployee had unknowingly entered a restricted area the Navy had designated for retesting. The hygienist 
fired off an email to his bosses, asking for information: “Can you please look into this as soon as possible 
and let me know what is occurring out there.”

A reunion
There’s a guy in Idaho who keeps track of dead and dying San Francisco cops, a retired SFPD officer 



named René LaPrevotte. When a police officer dies, he sends an email blast to about a thousand people, 
paying tribute. “We call him the Grim Reaper,” said Katherine Portoni, a former SFPD dispatcher. “Actu-
ally, he’s awesome.”

Portoni’s husband, John, was the subject of a LaPrevotte email. John worked at Building 606 with the 
Tactical Division. Portoni used to visit him for lunch. “I was like, ‘Wow, what are they doing out here?’” 
she recalled. “It was just a dingy place.” John was diagnosed with glioblastoma, an aggressive form of 
brain cancer, in 2011 and died 13 months later.

Lately, LaPrevotte has used his email list to connect cops who 
worked at Building 606, and Madsen and others are doing the same, 
trying to assemble a picture of their health as a group and to better 
understand the risks they faced. There are officers who have already 
survived cancer or blood diseases: Nelson Lum; Sharon Ferrigno, who 
was diagnosed with melanoma in 2009 and had it surgically removed; 
Philip Brown, a former dirt-bike cop, who suffers from an autoim-
mune disease that destroys red blood cells.

They don’t know if the shipyard is to blame. No scientific study of 
606 workers has been done, and there is no evidence suggesting can-
cer rates among this group are higher than normal.

“We realize that it would be tough to prove,” Madsen said. “The na-
ture of the job is we’re out in the middle of a lot of things. And so we’d 
always tell each other, ‘Well, what if we came down with something? 
How are we going to prove that we got it from here?’ And guys would 
just throw up their hands.”

On a weekday in May, six of the former shipyard officers who spoke 
to The Chronicle returned to Hunters Point to have a photo taken.

It was a gray, chilly day. They met at the main gate of the shipyard, 
where the master developer has already built 300 homes, and colorful 
banners line construction fences: “A proud heritage, a new beginning.” 
The back gate offers easier access to 606, so the officers carpooled there, cresting over the hill and de-
scending into the shipyard. A guard waved them through the gate.

The city’s current plan is to use 606 for two more years. A new home is being built for the SFPD crime 
lab and Traffic Division, and when it is complete, in 2020, the Police Department will vacate 606. For now, 
the lease is active, and the SFPD pays $12,325 per month in rent.

Most of the retired cops hadn’t been back to the shipyard in years, and some hadn’t seen each other for 
a while. Standing in front of 606, telling stories, joking around a bit, they started to open up. Behind them, 
people inside the building could be seen going about their workday.

“I’m worried now,” said Mel Bautista, a retired Honda Unit officer who spent 12 years at the shipyard. “I 
want to live for a while.”

Across the street to the west, crows circled above a tall pile of dirt next to an empty building. “I’m con-
cerned,” Swiatko said, before a gust of wind rippled his jacket. He laughed and shrugged. “But what can 
be done?”

Former dirt-bike cop Richard Tong, 66, clasped his hands behind his back.
“I think that the city could be a lot more honest with us,” he said in a careful, quiet voice. “If there is 

contamination out here, let us know about it. Get us out of here, OK? ... I always thought the city took care 
of their people who took care of their people. We’re taking care of the people out in the public. Why aren’t 
they taking care of us?”

Aside from the new houses back at the main gate, little about the shipyard seemed to have changed, the 
cops said. The dirt and empty buildings, the fields, 606 itself.

After the picture-taking was done, the former cops got into their cars and drove away, passing a sign on 
the shipyard’s back gate: “The Navy is no longer inspecting or maintaining this property at the levels of an 
operational naval base. Safety hazards may be present.”

Lea Suzuki / The Chronicle

Mark Madsen, a former member 
of the San Francisco Police 
Department Tactical Division, 
says he developed a rash 
across his stomach and groin 
during the 12 years he worked 
at Building 606 at the former 
Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. 



House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi is calling for a sweeping investigation into the cleanup of the for-
mer Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, a billion-dollar redevelopment project recently marred by criminal 
convictions and allegations of widespread fraud.

The demand is significant, both in its scope and the person behind it — Pelosi, the powerful San Fran-
cisco Democrat who fought for decades to obtain federal funding for the cleanup of the shipyard, a Su-
perfund waste site since 1989.

Until now, scrutiny of the project has focused on Tetra Tech, the Navy’s main cleanup contractor at the 
shipyard. But Pelosi is seeking a broader probe into potential failures by government agencies: the Navy, 
which owns the shipyard, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which regulates the site. Both 
agencies have defended their oversight of the former base.

Pelosi’s request for investigations by the agencies’ inspectors general comes amid a Chronicle investi-
gation into the botched cleanup. An article published last Thursday found that hundreds of San Francis-
co police officers were transferred into a building at the shipyard in 1997 without being properly in-
formed about the hazards of the site, according to interviews with dozens of retired officers and a review 
of communications and documents from that time.

The city’s crime lab and about 40 employees are still stationed in the building, known as Building 606. 
Local, state and federal agencies have said that the building is safe and the people who work there are not 
at risk.

In an interview with The Chronicle on Tuesday, Pelosi said the inspectors general should look into the 
lease of the police building as well as other shipyard leases given to local artists. This could expand the 
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Congresswoman acts after revelations about possible 
health dangers, alleged fraud at Hunters Point site
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“I can’t even fathom that they would lease buildings that they knew were contaminated, 
but let’s find out,” House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi said after a meeting with repre-
sentatives from the Navy, EPA, state agencies and a community group in San Francisco.



probe to include decisions made by the Navy and EPA as far back as the 1990s.
“I can’t even fathom that they would lease buildings that they knew were contaminated, but let’s find 

out,” Pelosi said after a meeting with representatives from the Navy, EPA, state agencies and a commu-
nity group in San Francisco.

“What’s the oversight of the oversight of the oversight?” she said. “We have to, in the interest of trust, 
hold everyone’s feet to the fire.”

An EPA spokeswoman said in a statement that the agency believes a review by the inspector general 
“will provide the public additional confidence in EPA’s oversight of the Navy’s cleanup at Hunters Point 
Naval Shipyard.”

A Navy spokesman said the Navy has followed cleanup standards throughout the process “that are 
protective of the public.”

The Chronicle investigation of Building 606 found that the shipyard posed threats to city employees 
from the beginning. The Navy knew the tap water was contaminated with lead, and that a laundry once 
used to wash radioactive clothing had existed on the site. But this information wasn’t given to the city 
or the police employees who worked there. Over the years, radioactive materials were discovered in soil 
around the building at possibly harmful levels.

A San Francisco Police Department spokesman said Tuesday that the command staff and the city De-
partment of Public Health are taking steps to “hear and address any questions and concerns” of employ-
ees at Building 606. Tests will be performed of the building’s potable water, air vents and water-filtration 
system, he said.

Pelosi made her request for investigations in letters sent Friday to the inspectors general of the EPA 
and the Navy. An inspector general functions as an internal agency watchdog, weighing in about pos-
sible violations of federal laws and regulations. A spokeswoman for the EPA’s inspector general con-
firmed this week that the office is “reviewing the request” from Pelosi.

A Navy spokesman confirmed that the inspector general’s office had received Pelosi’s request and 
would “respond in an appropriate time and manner to address the concerns she presented.”

Pelosi has asked for “immediate investigations” into “the massive manipulation and falsification of 
data” by Tetra Tech.

Two Tetra Tech supervisors were sentenced to federal prison this year after admitting they swapped 
potentially contaminated soil from the Superfund site with clean samples and lied about it.

Half a dozen former radiation workers, turned whistle-blowers, also have accused Tetra Tech of vio-
lating safety standards to save money and make the site appear clean when it wasn’t. The Navy and EPA 
say they have found wider patterns of likely fraud or manipulation in many radioactivity measurements 
across the site. The Navy now plans to retest much of the shipyard.

Tetra Tech disputes the Navy and EPA analysis of its soil data and has stood by its work at the ship-
yard, saying it followed Navy specifications. Tetra Tech has said the whistle-blower claims are false and 
the fraud was confined to a “cabal” of rogue employees.

The company wrote in a statement Friday that Pelosi had “been misled by fraudulent accusations by a 
group of self-motivated plaintiffs,” a reference to the whistle-blowers.

Pelosi responded, “That is really a pretty sad statement for them to make, and I think that only incrimi-
nates them further.”

Beyond Tetra Tech, Pelosi wants the EPA and Navy inspectors general to examine whether the agen-
cies “provided the appropriate level of oversight,” and whether they were transparent with San Francis-
co officials about possible hazards.

“This is about health and safety. This is about life and death. This is about workers, it’s about children, 
it’s about families,” Pelosi said after Tuesday’s meeting.

During the meeting, Pelosi said, she asked about Building 606 employees and was given a document 
recently prepared by the city’s health department asserting the building’s safety.

Pelosi also said Tetra Tech, a $2.8 billion environmental engineering firm that performs work for many 
federal agencies, shouldn’t receive any more federal contracts. “Why would you trust them after they let 
this happen?” she asked.

Sam Singer, a spokesman for Tetra Tech, said Tuesday, “We have deep respect for Congresswoman 
Pelosi,” and repeated his assertion that Tetra Tech has been victimized by false claims. “We believe that 
if the congresswoman were to have all the facts at her disposal, that she would have a different point of 
view,” Singer said. “We hope to have the opportunity to convince her otherwise.”



The U.S. Navy knew as far back as 1993 that the tap water at its former shipyard in San Francisco 
contained dangerous amounts of lead, but didn’t tell local officials, visitors or people who worked 
there, including hundreds of police employees stationed at the site since 1997.

Documents obtained by The Chronicle show how the Navy has sometimes kept other government 
agencies and the public in the dark about hazards at the old Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, a sprawl-
ing Superfund waste site contaminated with radioactivity and industrial pollutants.

For the past quarter century, the Navy has hired contractors to remove or cover toxic material and 
prepare the 500-acre site for transfer to San Francisco, which plans to turn the land into homes and 
businesses. But the cleanup has been roiled by a scandal over faked soil data and allegations of wider 
fraud. A recent Chronicle investigation revealed that shipyard dangers weren’t properly explained to 
the San Francisco police employees who worked there for years, according to interviews with dozens 
of retired officers and communications and documents from that time.

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi has called for a federal investigation into the Navy’s main ship-
yard cleanup contractor, Tetra Tech, as well as the potential failings of the Navy and the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, citing an “unacceptable cloud of fear and doubt” and a “disturbing lack of 
transparency.”

“Who knew what, when?” Pelosi asked Tuesday.
Tetra Tech has stood by its work and has said that any wrongdoing was confined to a “cabal” of 

rogue employees. The Navy owns the shipyard, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regu-
lates its cleanup. Both have defended their oversight of the former base.

The new documents reveal a piece of what the Navy knew during an early, formative phase of the 
cleanup.

In 1993, Navy tests concluded that the drinking water supplied to shipyard buildings was contami-
nated with lead and copper, probably from corrosion in the pipes. The amount of lead in drinking-wa-
ter samples was “significantly” above safe levels, a Navy official wrote years later in a letter to the San 
Francisco’s development agency.

Lead can cause cancer and brain damage and is particularly poisonous to pregnant women and chil-
dren. One water sample tested by the Navy contained 15 times the safe amount of lead.

Copper also showed up in the drinking-water samples, though at levels considered acceptable by the 
EPA. Copper is potentially harmful to the blood, liver and kidneys.

Despite learning that the shipyard’s water was dangerous in 1993, the Navy didn’t disclose the infor-
mation right away.

In 1996, the Navy leased three shipyard buildings to the city. One of them, known as Building 606, 
became the new home for specialized police units such as the SWAT Team, the dirt-bike unit, the K-9 
unit the Muni Transit unit and the citywide crime lab. Yet the Navy didn’t mention the water contami-
nation in lease paperwork for Building 606. It offered the building “as is,” and the city signed on with-
out performing its own tests of the water.

Police employees, both officers and civilians, started transferring to Building 606 in February 1997. 
By March, about 40 police officers were working there. Early on, they drank the tap water and also 
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used it to take showers and brush their teeth, according to interviews with 30 former officers who 
were stationed at the building.

It wasn’t until that summer when the Navy finally issued an alert.
Hunters Point Shipyard “is concerned with the quality of the drinking water provided to employ-

ees, tenants, and visitors on the station,” Navy base-closure official Beverly Freitas wrote to the city’s 
development agency on July 16, 1997, detailing the troubling lead results from 1993.

Appearing surprised, city official June Bartholomew replied in a letter on Aug. 13, The city had 
“significant questions and concerns about the limited information you provided,” she wrote, then 
posed nine sharp questions to the Navy, among them: “Why the delay in notification to the [city]?” and 
“What specific steps will the Navy take to address the long term lead problem?”

The development agency, which provided the Navy’s letter to The Chronicle in response to a public 
records request, said it had no record of a reply to Bartholomew’s letter.

At some point during 1997, police employees working at Building 606 were told by commanders to 
stop drinking the tap water, officers who worked there recalled. They were also told that showers and 
brushing teeth were fine. The Police Department brought in bottled water.

The Navy did not immediately respond to a request for comment. A San Francisco Department of 
Public Health spokeswoman referred to previous assurances the department has given about the 
safety of Building 606’s water. A department of health industrial hygienist said in 1999 that that she 
believed the water issues were resolved by “flushing” the pipes. Both the health department and the 
Navy have maintained that any potential hazards were properly addressed and that the police build-
ing, and the people within it, are safe.
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An aerial view of the Hunters Point Naval Shipyard.



The U.S. Navy’s latest promise to clean up radioactive soil and buildings at its former San Francisco 
shipyard relies on an earlier Navy effort to remove less radioactivity in order to cut costs, The Chroni-
cle has learned.

The perplexing move has complicated the already-troubled project to rid the site of harmful radio-
activity, provoking criticism from multiple government agencies that oversee the cleanup, as well as 
environmental groups. At stake is the city’s dream of one day filling the shipyard’s derelict land with 
thousands of new homes and businesses — San Francisco’s most ambitious redevelopment project in 
more than a century.

A 2012 report obtained by The Chronicle details some of the Navy’s reasoning behind its new ap-
proach to the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. Back around 2010, the Navy was spending a lot 
of money to dig up and haul away radioactive waste at the shipyard. It paid a major defense contractor 
to help it find ways of saving money. The resulting report suggested changes to cleanup rules. These 
changes would reduce costs by allowing the Navy to declare that more soil at the site does not pose a 
risk and therefore does not need to be removed.

Online publication: Sept. 16
Print publication: Sept. 17

Shipyard retest 
in question
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Navy’s new plan to check parcel for radioactivity 
relies on old, dubious cost-cutting study

Carlos Avila Gonzalez/The Chronicle

An area of Hunters Point Naval Shipyard that the Navy plans to retest.



In the years since, the shipyard cleanup has grown into a scandal, roiled by allegations of wide-
spread fraud and the criminal convictions of two cleanup supervisors for faking radiation tests. The 
supervisors worked for Tetra Tech, a multibillion-dollar environmental engineering firm and the main 
cleanup contractor at the shipyard.

Earlier this year, the Navy said that Tetra Tech radiation data from large swaths of the shipyard are 
unreliable, making new tests necessary to ensure that the site is safe enough that people who might 
live and work there won’t get cancer at increased rates.

But to the astonishment of both environmental groups and government health agencies, the Navy’s 
retesting proposal contains several ideas from the old cost-cutting plan, which was finalized in 2012. 
What’s more, that report partly depended on the accuracy of data provided by Tetra Tech.

As a result, experts and activists say, the Navy’s proposed fix isn’t really a fix, and won’t resolve 
continuing questions about the property’s safety. In August, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agen-
cy wrote that the situation at the shipyard is “highly unusual and serious” and criticized the Navy’s 
retesting plan, concluding it wouldn’t be “protective of human or ecological health.”

Two state health agencies agreed with the EPA, also pointing to flaws in the Navy plan - a rare pub-
lic airing of protest from government institutions that often handle disputes quietly and behind the 
scenes.

“This is not a retesting plan to protect the public,” said Dan Hirsch, retired director of the Environ-
mental and Nuclear Policy program at UC Santa Cruz and a persistent critic of the cleanup. “This is a 
cheat. This is a game.”

Navy spokesman Derek Robinson said the Navy’s goal in retesting is the “protection of human 
health and the environment” and he defended the earlier cost-cutting study as an attempt to “optimize 
and enhance” the shipyard cleanup.

“This advice is independent of Tetra Tech EC data and relevant to future cleanup efforts at Hunters 
Point,” Robinson said in a statement. He said the Navy’s retesting plan is a draft and will incorporate 
comments from other agencies.

***
What happens next will shape the fate of 500 waterfront acres in a city desperate for space and 

housing. The shipyard redevelopment project envisions 12,000 new homes, millions of square feet of 
schools, retail and office space and significant tax revenue.

But first the contamination on the site must be cleaned up. Navy activities and experiments on the 
site during the Cold War polluted soil and buildings with long-lasting radioactive isotopes. The EPA 
declared the shipyard a Superfund waste site in 1989, meaning radioactivity and industrial chemicals 
must be dealt with before people can safely live and work there.

The process has been long and tortured. For nearly 30 years, the Navy has been chopping the site 
into parcels and investigating them one by one, hiring contractors to scan for radiation and analyze 
soil samples in a lab.

The shipyard is riddled with radioactive elements such as cesium-137, a component of fallout from 
nuclear explosions, and radium-226, which lasts for millennia. Decades ago the Navy used radium in 
science experiments and took advantage of its glow-in-the-dark properties to paint instrument dials 
and light up the base at night. Hundreds of these radium devices have been found scattered through-
out the shipyard. Just last week, a state worker unearthed a radium deck marker on the hillside hous-
ing area known as Parcel A.

Depending on the level of radioactivity measured in materials like soil and concrete, the material is 
either removed and hauled to a landfill, covered with a barrier, or left alone.

Until recently, these crucial measurements were being gathered by Tetra Tech. But, starting in 2014, 
several radiation technicians alleged that the company was cutting corners to save money. Last year, 
the EPA reviewed Tetra Tech’s data and found “a widespread pattern of practices that appear to show 
deliberate falsification, failure to perform the work” to specifications, or both.

Although Tetra Tech has blamed all data problems on what it calls a “cabal” of rogue employees, the 
Navy agreed that many of Tetra Tech’s measurements were unreliable.

Earlier this year the Navy said it would retest all areas where Tetra Tech did work. It was supposed 
to provide a fresh start, a way to return some clarity and public trust to the cleanup process. Instead, 
the retesting effort has developed into yet another battle.

In June, the Navy released a detailed work plan outlining how it will perform new radiation tests 
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Retesting for radiation at Hunters Point
After findings of likely fraud in radiation measurements at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, 
the U.S. Navy said it would retest areas across the site. That process, beginning with Parcel G, will 
involve 300,000 cubic yards of soil, 31 former building sites and 28 miles of trench lines.

The following building sites on Parcel G are likely contaminated with radioactivity, according to 
past Navy studies:

PARCEL G
Building 401: A two-story vacant building 
that once stored radioluminescent dials 
containing radium-226. Formerly leased by 
the San Francisco Redevelopment Authority 
and occupied by artists.

Building 439: A onetime Navy storehouse 
where skateboards were later manufactured. 
Another tenant, a metal-processing firm, 
may have unwittingly brought in radioactive 
tools from a different part of the site.

Building 411: A steel-framed building where 
an X-ray machine and radioactive materials 
were stored.

Building 366:  A larger corrugated metal 
structure and former site of a radiological 
laboratory.

Building 351:  A World War II-era reinforced 
concrete building that once housed a 
radiological laboratory.

Building 351A: A one-story concrete 
building  and the location of a former 
radiological chemistry lab. Was also used as 
a shop where radiation detection equipment 
was calibrated and repaired.
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on a 40-acre piece of the shipyard known as Parcel G. Slated for 1.7 million square feet of housing and 
office space, the parcel now contains six buildings with radioactive histories where the Navy has said 
contamination is likely.

The work plan is highly technical and difficult to understand, 391 pages full of acronyms and jar-
gon. But reports like these carry enormous power. They determine what gets cleaned up as dangerous 
waste and what gets declared safe enough to leave behind.

Almost immediately, the plan for retesting Parcel G set off a chorus of objections from experts who 
say it sets a troubling standard for future retesting and shows why the cleanup became a mess in the 
first place.

***
Instead of simply checking every questionable area with the most thorough methods available, the 

Navy is proposing something akin to a Rube Goldberg machine.
According to the plan, different testing methods will be mixed and matched. One third of problem 

areas on Parcel G will get a more thorough type of test, the Navy says. But the rest of the trouble spots 
— including some places most likely to be contaminated, according to the EPA — will get more cursory 
checks. The results of this partial testing will be fed into a statistical model to decide the safety of the 
entire parcel.

While the plan appears to ignore some possible dangers, it also inverts and rewrites established 
facts.

To begin with, the Navy mostly writes about the data-faking scandal as a series of unsubstantiated 
claims, often using the phrase “various allegations.” The EPA, however, pointed out in its August 
critique that “some fraud, manipulation, falsification, etc. have been confirmed” by multiple investiga-
tions, including a federal criminal probe.

The Navy plan also makes a provocative claim: The main problem may not be that harmful radio-
activity might still be there, but that too much clean dirt has already been removed. According to the 
Navy, radium-226 measurements at the shipyard “were often biased high,” causing some soil to be 
unnecessarily tagged for waste disposal. “A large amount of soil (estimated 80 percent) was likely mis-
characterized as contaminated,” the Navy argues.

Many close followers of the cleanup don’t know what to make of this statement. Jeff Ruch, executive 
director of the watchdog group Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility, called it “bewil-
dering enough to give an ice cream headache.”

“They appear to be adopting a new line that is based on fantasy,” Ruch said. “I mean, to suddenly 
say, after all this time and all this contamination — never mind?”

As it turns out, the Navy’s claim about the soil comes from the 2012 cost-cutting report, which also 
appears to have influenced other pieces of the Navy’s current proposal.

***
Titled “Low-Level Radiological Waste Evaluation Associated with Various Base Realignment and 

Closure Activities,” the 2012 report carries the names of two scientists from Argonne National Lab-
oratory, a well-respected energy research facility in Illinois. The Navy sought Argonne’s advice as a 
“third-party expert” to help “optimize and enhance radiological work” at the shipyard, Navy spokes-
man Robinson said.

But although the Navy presents the report as independent, a fine-print disclaimer says the paper 
doesn’t represent the opinion of Argonne because it was “prepared as an account of work sponsored 
by Battelle Memorial Institute.”

Battelle is a science and technology organization in Ohio with close links to the Navy. One of the 100 
largest defense contractors in the United States, Battelle was awarded $450 million in defense con-
tracts last year and has worked on portions of the cleanup at Hunters Point since the 1990s.

Battelle also has financial ties to Tetra Tech. A subsidiary of Tetra Tech, Tetra Tech NUS, is a Bat-
telle subcontractor on an active $100 million environmental contract with the Navy. At least two 
former Tetra Tech employees who served in senior roles at the shipyard now work for Battelle. (A 
Battelle spokesperson responded that Tetra Tech NUS wasn’t involved with the issues at the shipyard, 
adding, “We work with lots of different subcontractors.”)

In 2010, the Navy went to Battelle and said it had a problem: Clean soil at the shipyard, it said, was 
being misidentified as waste tainted with radium-226, costing time and money to excavate and haul to 
a special landfill. At this point, Battelle — being paid by the Navy — approached Argonne with a spe-



cific question: How could those costs be reduced?
“We have experience in measurements of radium and environmental cleanups,” Kurt Picel, the 

report’s co-author, said in a recent interview. “We were suggesting some ways to reduce the unneces-
sary disposal of uncontaminated soil.”

Picel described the report as a narrow technical analysis. He and his Argonne colleague weren’t 
asked how to improve the cleanup in a broad sense, or to make decisions for the Navy; they were asked 
only to examine radium procedures with a critical eye and find opportunities to cut costs.

So the scientists focused on radium instead of other radioactive contaminants at the shipyard. Their 
analysis assumed that the data, provided by Tetra Tech and vetted by the Navy, was valid.

“We analyzed the data we got,” Picel said.
***

Based on that data, the scientists concluded the Navy wasn’t measuring radium correctly, and these 
mistakes were skewing the readings high, leading to the potentially pointless disposal of some soil.

They argued that, among other errors, naturally occurring uranium at the shipyard was interfering 
with the radium readings, distorting the scope of the radium problem — as much as 80 percent of soil 
already removed as radium-tainted waste didn’t need to be, the Argonne authors wrote. They suggest-
ed a different method of measurement that would pick up only radium, resulting in a lower radium 
reading that the Navy terms “more reliable.”

However, this analysis assumes that all uranium at the shipyard is naturally occurring. It’s not. 
Small concentrations do occur in soil, but uranium is also used to make atomic weapons and spreads 
through fallout. Large amounts of uranium were brought to the shipyard in the 1940s and ‘50s follow-
ing nuclear tests.

Said Hirsch: “If you’re living at Hunters Point and you have kids there, you don’t really care if your 
kid is getting exposed to radium, uranium, or both of them. You shouldn’t have them exposed at all.”

In planning its new tests on Parcel G, the Navy isn’t relying on the 2012 conclusions about “the extent 
and amount of contamination,” Robinson said, and decisions going forward will be based on new data. 
But key parts of the retesting plan are clearly inspired by the old report.

In the new plan, the Navy argues that the process for measuring radium should be changed in ways 
that reflect the old cost-cutting suggestions. The Navy also wants to recalculate the accepted “back-
ground level” for radium. The background level is one of the most important numbers in the cleanup 
because it determines how much radium stays and how much goes. If the background level is lower, 
more radium gets removed. If it’s higher, less gets removed.

The Parcel G plan describes techniques that would likely raise the background level, meaning that 
more radium will be considered part of the natural environment. In its critique of the plan, the EPA 
confronted the Navy on its strategies for changing the background factor, calling one proposed method 
“insufficient for ensuring a complete and defensible analysis” — a line that, in the polite world of gov-
ernment regulators, is the equivalent of standing on a chair and screaming.

The Navy is “moving the goalposts as to what they consider to be contaminated,” said Ruch of PEER.
Although Picel of Argonne defended his 2012 report, he also acknowledged that some of its conclu-

sions rest on data provided by Tetra Tech, whose work across the site is now in question.
If that data isn’t accurate, “All bets are off,” he said. “Obviously.”



When Bert Bowers heard that a radioactive “deck marker” had been found near newly built homes at 
San Francisco’s former Navy shipyard, he knew immediately what the object was and why it mattered.

After the Sept. 7 discovery, government officials told the public not to worry. The deck marker, they 
said, wasn’t a big deal. It emitted a “relatively low level of radiation,” according to a California Department 
of Public Health statement. The Navy echoed that assurance, describing it as “a historical, low-level deck 
marker.” Multiple agencies said it posed no health risk to people in the homes, and Lennar Corp., the de-
veloper of the homes, said it trusted the agencies.

But Bowers, who spent eight years working at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard as a radiation 
safety technician and supervisor, had a different reaction. Part of his job was to find and dispose of archa-
ic radioactive devices like the deck marker — decades-old glass and metal objects filled with glow-in-the-
dark paint that contains radium.

“That’s a screaming-hot source,” he said in a recent interview.
And to find one in a developed area — a neighborhood populated by new homes, families and pets?
“Outrageous and crazy,” Bowers said. “That’s just insane.”
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Radioactive object 
raises safety fears

By Jason Fagone and Cynthia Dizikes
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Doubts over new homes at shipyard linger 
despite assurances
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A man rides past the site where a radioactive deck marker was found near Donahue Street and Galvez Avenue 
at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard.



Between the 1940s and ‘60s, the Navy used thousands of small radioactive devices to light up the ship-
yard at night. A deck marker looks a bit like a radioactive Oreo — a disc about the size of a silver dollar, 
less than an inch thick, with a circle of luminescent material sandwiched between a metal backing and 
a transparent cover. It would easily fit in a pocket or be hidden in a few inches of soil. It looks harmless, 
except for a warning stamped on the back: “Poison Inside.”

Each deck marker contained radium, a radioactive element that made them glow in the dark. Radium 
is highly toxic. It emits energy that can penetrate bodies, damage cells and cause cancer. When inhaled 
or ingested, it’s dangerous in extremely small amounts, seeking out and irradiating bones. Even decades 
ago, in a more lenient and careless era of radiation safety, the Navy required deck markers to be stored in a 
lead-lined box and cautioned workers not to carry the box for more than eight hours a day.

By then, radium was known to be deadly. It had probably killed the scientist who discovered it in 1898, 
Marie Curie. And it killed some of the “Ra-
dium Girls,” female factory workers in the 
early 20th century who painted the dials 
of watches and other instruments with 
brushes dipped in radium paint. The form 
of radium in deck markers, radium-226, 
remains radioactive for thousands of years, 
decaying along the way into radon gas, also 
a carcinogen. The Synchrotron particle 
physics laboratory at Stanford University 
considers radium-226 to have “very high 
radiotoxicity” and places it in the same risk 
category as nuclear-bomb components like 
uranium and plutonium.

***
Cleaning up radium is one of the biggest 

challenges at the former shipyard, a 500-
acre Superfund waste site that San Fran-
cisco has been trying to decontaminate 
and transform into a housing development 
for almost 30 years. Cold War radiation 
experiments left behind a Pandora’s box of 
radioactive substances, and one Navy report 
estimates that when the base was still active, 
shipyard workers dumped at least 6,000 
pounds of radium devices — deck markers 
and instrument dials — into one landfill.

Since the 1990s, Navy contractors have 
dug up hundreds of these buried radium 
objects and measured plumes of radon gas 
rising from the ground above them. The 
Navy estimated in 1993 that one area in the southwestern portion of the site, next to the water, contained 
148,000 cubic feet of soil tainted with radium devices — a quantity of toxic dirt that would nearly fill two 
Olympic-size swimming pools.

The small size of the devices makes it possible for them to migrate from place to place “as the result of 
erosion, animal activity or future work activities at the site,” according to a 2003 Navy fact sheet. The de-
vices can also crack, leaking radium into surrounding soil and concrete.

Wherever radium devices are found, they have to be carefully logged and removed, something Bowers 
did many times when he worked at the shipyard from 2002 to 2011. Bowers, 60, said he and his colleagues 
would wear special protective gear and extract the objects, placing them into a 55-gallon drum with other 
radioactive waste destined for disposal in a special landfill off-site. The technicians would then search the 
area around the deck marker to see if any radium had leached from the object and spread. Tainted con-
crete might have to be broken apart with jackhammers.

“You chase the radium,” Bowers said. “You chase it until you get it off.”

U.S. Navy

Above: A photograph provided by the U.S. Navy of a 
radioactive deck marker that was discovered in an area of 
the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard that has long been 
considered free of such contamination.  Below: The soil 
near the area where a radioactive deck marker was found on 
Parcel A near Donahue Street and Galvez Avenue.



But there wasn’t supposed to be any radium worth chasing in the portion of the shipyard known as Par-
cel A, a 75-acre swath of land on a hill overlooking San Francisco Bay where 300 housing units have been 
completed and an additional 150 are under construction.

Bowers and his colleagues were told by the Navy that Parcel A was free of any radioactive contamina-
tion. The public was told this too, repeatedly, by every agency responsible for the safety of San Francisco 
residents at the shipyard: the city health department, the state health department, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency and the Navy. The agencies declared the parcel clean and transferred it to the city in 
2004, and today it’s a growing neighborhood of townhomes where children play in the grass and dogs 
chase tennis balls into the shrubs on the fringe of the development.

But in recent years, a scandal over faked radiation measurements has thrown the shipyard cleanup into 
turmoil and cast doubt on old assurances of safety. Starting in 2014, several people who had worked on 
the site, including Bowers, came forward as whistle-blowers, alleging fraud in the cleanup. They said the 
Navy’s main cleanup contractor, Tetra Tech, had cut corners to save money.

Bowers was once the chief radiation safety officer for Tetra Tech; the company fired him, he said, for 
pointing out violations and unsafe conditions. This year, two former Tetra Tech cleanup supervisors were 
sentenced to federal prison after admitting that they faked soil measurements to make the dirt appear 
clean, and an EPA review of Tetra Tech’s data found “a widespread pattern of practices that appear to 
show deliberate falsification, failure to perform the work” to specifications, or both.

Tetra Tech has denied wrongdoing, saying that Bowers and other whistle-blowers are lying and all 
problems were limited to a few “rogue” employees. But several investigations by federal agencies have 
confirmed some of the whistle-blowers’ claims, and the Navy has admitted that many of Tetra Tech’s mea-
surements are unreliable and therefore none of the data can be trusted. This year the Navy agreed to retest 
all areas where Tetra Tech did work.

***
That plan excluded Parcel A, on the grounds that Tetra Tech was involved there in only a limited way, 

and it had long been declared clean. However, after Bowers and another whistle-blower said that prob-
lems might have extended to Parcel A, the state public health department agreed to rescan some portions 
of the parcel for radiation. This new survey, which began in July and is more than 90 percent complete, 
can detect only gamma radiation, ignoring non-gamma sources such as strontium-90, another bone-seek-

Navy’s radioactive markers

Sources: U.S. Navy; EPA PRG calculator

From the 1940s to the 1960s, the Navy relied on the glow-in-the-dark 
properties of radium. These discs illuminated pathways on ships and 
bases and were sometimes “clipped to a belt or helmet to enable sailors 
operating under darkened conditions to identify each other’s positions.”

John Blanchard / The Chronicle
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A very small amount of radium 
can cause a very big problem. 
The deck marker discovered on 
Parcel A contained 5.1 
microcuries of radium-226, 
enough, if it leaked, to 
contaminate* 3,000 tons of 
dirt, which would fill 250 
dump trucks.
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er, and plutonium-239, one of the most deadly elements on Earth. The state said it wasn’t going to scan the 
entire parcel, leaving out homes, businesses and other areas.

Public officials said last week that the discovery of the deck marker proves the rescanning process 
is working. They said the device didn’t pose a health risk, but released no detailed information. So The 
Chronicle asked for the state’s radiation readings of the device.

The data present a more complicated and troubling picture.
The risk from any radiation depends on the strength of the source, as well as distance and time: How 

far are you from the source, and how long are you exposed? This is why it’s particularly dangerous to 
ingest radioactive materials — once a particle is inside the body, there’s no distance or shielding, and it can 
remain there for a long time.

Agencies said the deck marker was far 
enough away from people to limit any ex-
posure: about 50 yards from some homes, 
behind a fence and buried about 10 inch-
es underground. After a Navy contractor 
removed the marker, the soil around it was 
scanned, and no additional contamination 
turned up.

For these reasons, experts told The Chron-
icle, it’s probably true that the object itself 
didn’t pose a risk to residents living up the 
hill from it.

But the state and the Navy went further, 
saying the deck marker was a “low-level” 
source, suggesting it couldn’t have produced 
a damaging dose of radiation. In fact, there’s enough radium in a single deck marker to substantially in-
crease your cancer risk, if you ingest luminous material from a broken marker or get too close to an intact 
marker for too long a time.

“The risk to you is diminished by your distance from it, but the source is dangerous,” said Dan Hirsch, 
retired director of the nuclear policy program at UC Santa Cruz.

The state Department of Health statement said that when the deck marker was still buried about 10 
inches underground, the dose to someone on the surface directly above it would have been .09 millirems 
per hour. That reading is 10 times above the natural “background” dose of radiation at the site.

For comparison’s sake, the statement said, a cross-country flight gives you a dose of 3.5 millirems, and a 
dental X-ray is 1.5 millirems.

These numbers, however, are misleading. While a flight and an X-ray are brief exposures, a radium 
deck marker emits radiation continually, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. It means that if a home were built 
on top of a deck marker, the exposure could be more continuous, measured not in hours but in years.

***
The Parcel A deck marker, buried in 10 inches of soil, would give a dose of 788 millirems per year to 

someone directly atop it on the ground. That dose is the equivalent of 526 dental X-rays or 225 cross-coun-
try flights. The EPA safety limit for radiation at Superfund sites is just 12 millirems per year.

“What if there’s one of these (deck markers), or several of these, right underneath somebody’s bed-
room?” Hirsch said. “And that’s what they haven’t even tested for.”

It turns out that 788 millirems per year isn’t even the maximum dose from the deck marker. Once the 
device was unearthed, the dose on contact with it was 3.4 millirems per hour. That hourly figure of 3.4 
millirems translates into about 30,000 millirems annually — a level six times higher than what workers in 
nuclear power plants are legally allowed to receive in a year. So if a child had found the deck marker and 
taken it home, putting it on a nightstand or in a drawer, she could be getting a significant dose for hours, 
days, months, years.

The state said the deck marker contained 5.1 microcuries of radium. This is equal to a tiny, tiny amount 
— about five-millionths of a gram of radium. Because radium is so potent, this is still enough radioactivi-
ty to contaminate about 3,000 tons of soil above the EPA’s standard cleanup goal. That’s about 250 dump 
trucks of soil.

In the end, though, the properties of this one deck marker are less significant than the questions raised 

Charles Mostoller/Special to The Chronicle

Bert Bowers spent eight years working at the former Hunters 
Point Naval Shipyard as a radiation safety technician and 
supervisor.



by its discovery. Its mere existence points to unknowns at a place that was supposed to be fully known. 
Government agencies said repeatedly that there weren’t any radiation concerns on Parcel A. But they 
missed a highly radioactive object. What else did they miss?

“There is a general feeling by the homeowners that we have been lied to,” said Linda Parker Pennington, 
who moved into a three-bedroom town house with her family in June 2015. “They need to regain our trust 
and that means more testing.”

Pennington, 63, has said she worries about her teenage son and the other neighborhood children who 
played in the grass and dirt on the parcel. Pennington and another Parcel A homeowner are now suing 
Tetra Tech and Lennar, saying they were kept in the dark about the allegations against Tetra Tech and 
that their property values have dropped due to the cleanup problems. Tetra Tech and Lennar have said 
the claims are baseless.

Even though the deck marker was found behind a fence, the area was still accessible, said Eileen David, 
66, a painter who has rented studio space at the shipyard for more than a decade. Until two weeks ago, 
she said, the fence near the deck marker had a break in it, and she would regularly slip through the gap to 
feed a colony of feral cats. This month, she saw workers digging in the ground nearby, she said. Days later, 
when she returned to the spot, a new chain link fence had been erected, blocking the passage.

“When I read about the deck marker, I said, ‘Oh, my god, that’s where I’ve been feeding the cats,’” David 
said.

Asked to respond to David’s claim about the fence, Lennar said it doesn’t own the property where the 
deck marker was found, referring questions to the city’s development agency, the Office of Community 
Investment and Infrastructure, which still owns some pieces of Parcel A. The office couldn’t immediately 
be reached for comment.

In written responses to questions, Lennar said it “has confidence that the California Department of 
Public Health is conducting thorough and exhaustive testing that is scientifically sound. None of the re-
cent testing by CDPH has discovered anything that it has determined poses a health or safety risk.”

***
At least one agency has acknowledged that the discovery of the radioactive deck marker has wider im-

plications. Dr. Tomás J. Aragón, the city’s health officer, wrote in an email to a lawyer representing some 
of the shipyard whistle-blowers: “We agree that the radioluminescent deck marker is a hazardous item.” 
Aragón said the city is going to hire “an independent health physicist” to assess the exposure risk from 

Santiago Mejia/ The Chronicle

Artist Eileen David has been feeding a colony of feral cats near where the radioactive deck marker at the former 
Hunters Point Naval Shipyard was found.



the deck marker. The city, he said, wants to know how the radioactive object got there, how it should affect 
future testing plans, and “what it means (are there more)?”

The EPA and Navy suggested in statements that more areas of Parcel A might need to be scanned now, 
though neither agency provided details. The EPA said it’s working with the state and the Navy “to de-
termine how the site cleanup needs to be adjusted,” and the Navy is waiting for the state to “determine if 
additional tests could provide meaningful results.”

The extent of the problem on Parcel A may depend on how the deck marker got there in the first place. 
There are a few plausible scenarios. One is that the object was brought relatively recently from another 
section of the shipyard. Soil judged to be clean on one part of the site is sometimes used to backfill exca-
vated areas in another part. If some of the backfill on Parcel A instead came from a dirty area, the deck 
marker, and possibly other kinds of contamination, could have become commingled with clean soil. 
Various site controls are supposed to prevent this from happening, but the data-faking scandal raises the 
possibility that these controls could have failed.

If the area where the deck marker was found hasn’t been backfilled, however, the object may have been 
there for 60 or 70 years, undisturbed until now. The Navy seemed to support this theory in a Q&A posted 
on its Hunters Point website, writing, “The deck marker was located at the bottom of the hill near the for-
mer entrance to the base, near an elevation similar to the historic surface during Navy use, and may have 
been lost or discarded.”

In the past few decades, according to cleanup reports, radium devices have sometimes been found scat-
tered on the ground, by the waterline.

Bowers said he thinks it’s possible the deck marker has been there a long time. He heard a story about 
deck markers once, from a man who had worked at the shipyard during its Navy days. According to Bow-
ers, the worker told him that the Navy would replace deck markers when they stopped glowing so bright-
ly, when the high energy from the radium damaged compounds in the paint.

Something had to be done with the spent markers. So, the worker said, when he and others drove home 
at the end of a shift on the site’s perimeter roads, they would take some of the spent markers in their cars. 
The roads in those days would have gone into Parcel A, among other places. One by one, the workers 
would chuck the deck markers out the car window, like cigarette butts, Bowers said.

Santiago Mejia/ The Chronicle

While feeding feral cats, Eileen David, a painter who has rented studio space at the shipyard for more than 10 
years, regularly passed the area where the radioactive device was found.
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Researchers find 
Navy using obsolete 

safety standards

CHRONICLE INVESTIGATION

Lea Suzuki / The Chronicle

New construction on Parcel A next to structures at Hunter’s Point Shipyard are seen through a hole in a fence in 
May. The California Public Health department will be testing Parcel A for hazardous materials after a botched 
cleanup on one of the parcels nearby.

Faked soil samples, falsified documents, two criminal convictions, three federal lawsuits — in recent 
months, the cleanup of the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard has been rocked by scandal. Most ques-
tions have focused on the role of a Navy contractor, Tetra Tech EC.

But fraud may be the least of the problems with the cleanup, according to a new report by academic 
researchers that reaches a startling conclusion: The Navy, which is supposed to be removing radioactive 
contamination from the shipyard, is relying on decades-old, obsolete safety standards in order to avoid 
cleaning up dangerous substances — a strategy that lowers the Navy’s costs, but increases the risk that 
people living or working on the site will get cancer.

What’s more, the researchers say, state and federal regulators either failed to catch the archaic standards 
or approved of them, despite the fact that federal law requires current standards to be used. In some cases, 
the strategies put forward by the Navy appear to have been authored by Tetra Tech, the same contractor 
now accused of widespread fraud, according to public documents reviewed by the researchers.

The report relies on the current safety standards, which are defined by the U.S. Environmental Protec-

By Jason Fagone and Cynthia Dizikes



tion Agency and are based on scientific studies about the cancer risk from radiation. Using these stan-
dards, the researchers estimate how many people would get cancer from exposure to shipyard soil and 
buildings that the Navy considers to be acceptably clean. According to the calculations in the report, if 380 
people were exposed to this soil, one of them on average would get cancer from that exposure alone. For 
the buildings, the researchers say, the Navy allows a risk of 1 cancer in 37 people.

“That number just knocks my socks off,” said Dan Hirsch, retired director of the environmental and nu-
clear policy program at UC Santa Cruz and president of the nonprofit Committee to Bridge the Gap, which 
released the report Tuesday. “I’ve never seen somebody claiming that levels that high are acceptable.”

For comparison’s sake, the EPA aims to clean up toxic Superfund sites like the shipyard so that no more 
than one person in a million would get cancer from the site alone, and the risk is never supposed to exceed 
one cancer in 10,000.

The consequence, according to the research, is that the Navy’s targets are so lenient that even if the Navy 
follows its own cleanup standards perfectly, the shipyard may still be dangerous.

An EPA spokeswoman said the agency could not comment on the report because it had not had time 
to review it. A Tetra Tech spokesman said the report is best addressed by the Navy, “the property owner 
and entity that set the contract standards for Hunters Point Shipyard.” Tetra Tech has previously denied 
any wrongdoing in its cleanup work, saying the company performed to Navy specifications.

Derek Robinson, environmental cleanup coordinator for the Navy at the shipyard, disputed the report’s 
findings. “The Navy’s first priority in its Base Realignment and Closure cleanup work at Hunters Point is 
human health and safety,” Robinson said. “We stand by our existing cleanup goals at Hunters Point.”

The new report, one of five on the shipyard cleanup that Hirsch’s group plans to release, relies largely 
on the Navy’s own public documents and files from the EPA, which oversees and sets standards for such 
cleanups. Hirsch collaborated with a group of former and present students to perform the research; the 
report is co-authored by Taylor Altenbern, Maria Caine, Haakon Williams and Devyn Gortner.

The Committee to Bridge the Gap is 48 years old and provides technical expertise to communities deal-
ing with nuclear projects. Hirsch, a persistent critic of nuclear weapons proliferation, has written widely 
and testified before the U.S. Senate about environmental cleanups at federal facilities, and in recent years 
he has often critiqued the cleanup at Hunters Point.

The former shipyard is one of the most contaminated places in the country, a 500-acre Superfund site 
riddled with long-lasting radioactive elements spread by the Navy during the Cold War, including pluto-
nium, radium, strontium and cesium. Extremely small amounts of these substances can cause cancer if 
inhaled or ingested.

Since the early 2000s, the Navy has hired contractors to measure and remove radioactivity in soil and 
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buildings, with the EPA and state regulators supposedly watching over its shoulder.
But the Committee to Bridge the Gap says the Navy’s use of obsolete standards has made it seem like it 

is cleaning up the shipyard when in fact it is leaving behind significant radioactivity, more than enough to 
pose a health threat to people who live or work there or will in the future.

The Navy has already transferred some parcels of shipyard land to the city for development; home 
builder Lennar has built 450 homes out of a planned 12,000. Some of the people living in those homes are 
now worried about contamination on the site. Federal, state and city agencies have repeatedly told them 
they are safe.

Hirsch, 68, spoke earlier this month to a group of shipyard homeowners who had invited him to give a 
presentation on his nonprofit’s research. A wiry, serious man in a dark jacket, he clicked through Power-
Point slides full of pie charts, bullet points and pictures of the shipyard in its heyday.
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A new report details how the Navy’s cleanup standards for the 
Hunters Point shipyard allowed much less protection from 
radioactive contaminants than current EPA rules.
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“The Tetra Tech scandal is just the tip of the iceberg,” Hirsch said. “I think that Tetra Tech is unlikely to 
have done this on their own. I think they were getting signals, explicit or implicit, from the Navy.”

In two other reports it released this month, Hirsch’s research team pointed out that during the Cold 
War, the Navy brought vast quantities of radioactive materials to the shipyard and then spread them 
around, burning 600,000 gallons of radioactive fuel oil and sandblasting the irradiated hulls of ships, 
producing clouds of radioactive dust that settled over the site.

The Navy, though, has focused the cleanup on just 10 percent of potentially contaminated areas, declar-
ing the other 90 percent clean based on spotty historical records. The bulk of the shipyard has never been 
tested for radioactivity.

On Tuesday the Navy released a brief statement on its website refuting the committee’s first two reports, 
writing that the Navy “has full confidence” in its prior decisions about what to test and what not to test.

The new, third report from the committee documents the Navy’s flouting of federal standards, digging 
into the crucial role of what are called “cleanup goals.”

The EPA oversees all Superfund cleanups and sets the cleanup goals for a particular site — the quanti-
ties of toxins that must be removed before the site is declared safe. The goals are based on scientific studies 
about the cancer risks of various contaminants, and these goals change with time as scientists learn more. 
Usually they get much stricter.

“We’ve discovered over time that radiation is considerably more dangerous than previously thought,” 
Hirsch said.

As the owner of the shipyard, the Navy is responsible for removing the contamination, and it is sup-
posed to follow the latest EPA cleanup goals.

Instead, the researchers say, the Navy has 
been depending on standards from earlier 
eras, long ago abandoned as unsafe. When 
the Navy has measured radioactivity in soil 
at the shipyard, it has been using standards 
from 1991. When the Navy has measured 
radioactivity in buildings, it goes back even 
further, relying on a report from a now-de-
funct commission written in 1974.

Hirsch and his researchers discovered 
the use of the outdated standards in Febru-
ary 2016, after he asked the researchers to 
analyze some cleanup documents for a class 
project. In recent public letters and com-
ments, the EPA has told the Navy to adopt the current standards.

What’s at stake, Hirsch said, is the health of people who may one day live and work on the redeveloped 
shipyard.

According to the report, the Navy’s obsolete standards would allow significant amounts of radioactivity 
to remain at the shipyard for generations, boosting the chance that residents or workers could receive can-
cer-causing doses of radiation. The report visualizes these doses by comparing them to equivalent doses 
from repeated chest X-rays.

Scientific authorities say that each chest X-ray increases a person’s cancer risk by a small increment, 
which is why doctors try to limit patients’ exposure. But the report says the Navy’s safety limits at the 
shipyard would allow people to be exposed to a cumulative radiation dose equal to hundreds of chest 
X-rays every year.

This month, at the end of Hirsch’s presentation to shipyard residents, Greg Pennington, a plaintiff in a 
civil lawsuit against Lennar and Tetra Tech, asked Hirsch if he would want to live at the shipyard, know-
ing what he knew.

“I can’t answer the question,” Hirsch said. “I want to be very candid, which I don’t think the agencies 
have been. The agencies have told you it’s all safe. I’m not going to tell you it’s all dangerous.”

The real “horror,” he said, is that after decades of work, no one knows what is actually in the ground.
“You want to know whether it’s safe to be here. And you have a right to know that, and the agencies 

should never have let it get to the point where you can’t know that.”

Guy Wathen/The Chronicle

Current and former University of California Santa Cruz 
students are working with Daniel Hirsch on an analysis of 
Hunters Point.
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S.F. cops left 
in the dirt
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Soil under tarps after processing at a radiological screening yard at Hunters Point Naval Shipyard in  2007. 

Lewis Fong didn’t know what was happening next to his office building in summer 2007, only that it 
involved a lot of dirt.

“Just dirt,” Fong recalled recently. “Mounds and mounds.” The dirt sat in a giant yard surrounded by a 
chain-link fence. Trucks kept dumping soil inside, spewing clouds of dust, “truck after truck.”

At the time, Fong, a San Francisco police officer, was one of more than 100 police employees stationed at 
Building 606, a warehouse in the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard. The city has leased Building 606 
from the Navy since 1997, using it as a training base and headquarters for units that require a lot of space 
(SWAT, K-9, the crime lab). Although the shipyard is a Superfund site, contaminated with radioactive 
materials and other toxins, the city has always assured police it is safe to work there.

Fong trusted the city. In 2007, he’d been accepted into the Honda Unit, a prestigious squad of cops on 
light motorcycles, and when his training began at Building 606, he was more worried about falling off a 
bike than breathing dust from the mysterious yard next door. “You’re just stressed out from being trained, 
so you don’t notice what’s out there,” he said.

By Jason Fagone and Cynthia Dizikes

As tons of wind-blown toxic soil piled up 
around them, city assured officers at old 

naval shipyard they were safe 



Fong and the other cops may not have understood what was going on next to their office, but the city 
did. The area was a “radiological screening yard,” one of the most hazardous locations on any Superfund 
site — a place that processes large amounts of contaminated soil.

And it was managed by Tetra Tech, the Navy contractor now at the center of a ballooning scandal over 
falsified and suspect shipyard cleanup records.

Officials with the city health department had known about the yard for some time, according to emails 
and memos recently obtained by The Chronicle through a public records request. About two months 
before the yard opened, an industrial hygienist with the health department questioned whether the yard 
would pose a danger to the employees in Building 606, potentially exposing them to unsafe levels of radio-
activity.

“What would happen if we found an exposure?” Karen Heckman wrote in an email to her boss on May 
24, 2007.

The danger was dust. Radioactive dust.
The yard was a place where Tetra Tech 

brought soil from tainted areas of the ship-
yard, dumped it on “pads” and examined it 
for long-lasting radioactive elements dating 
to the Cold War. Some of the radioactive 
substances were birthed by a pair of pluto-
nium-bomb tests in 1946 that went horribly 
awry, contaminating hundreds of gathered 
ships. Jonathan Weisgall, who wrote the de-
finitive book about those tests, called it “the 
world’s first nuclear accident.” Seventy of 
those highly radioactive ships then carried 
that disaster back to Hunters Point, spread-
ing unfissioned particles of the bomb core 
itself (plutonium-239) as well as hazardous 
substances forged in the sun-like fires of the 
explosions (strontium-90, cesium-137).

The soil that now was being piled next to 
the police might have contained any of these 
substances, as well as radium-226, which the Navy once used in large quantities to make signage glow 
in the dark. The risk to city employees at Building 606 was real — and invisible. Plutonium emits alpha 
particles, which are easily stopped by a piece of paper or the skin. But just one-millionth of an ounce of 
plutonium-239 breathed into the lungs will cause cancer with almost 100 percent certainty, according to 
a 1992 study by a group of international physicians and energy experts. Cesium-137 and strontium-90 are 
also dangerous if inhaled or ingested, able to irradiate the body from the inside.

With the shipyard’s brisk winds, radioactive particles in the soil were likely to go airborne, and if any-
one inhaled dangerous levels of radioactivity, they could get cancer years later and die. Recognizing this 
risk, the health department told police commanders it would monitor the air next to Building 606.

But records show that the health department wasn’t capable of verifying the cops’ safety. The agency 
didn’t gather air data of its own, and though it asked Tetra Tech and the Navy to provide air-monitoring 
reports, these requests were deflected or ignored.

Tetra Tech belatedly gave the city a single snapshot of air samples for a six-week period in summer 2007. 
The firm never provided any information after that.

Even if the company had sent the city more data, it wouldn’t have protected the police, because there 
was a more fundamental problem. According to an analysis of public records and an expert consulted by 
The Chronicle, the air safety standards at the yard — set by the Navy and approved by the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency - were profoundly inadequate, allowing police and members of the public to 
breathe potentially dangerous levels of airborne radioactive particles.

The radiological screening yard next to the police closed sometime around 2012, but two smaller screen-
ing yards continued to operate nearby for several years. The city didn’t monitor those, either. As a result, 
for all the years these yards were running, the city had no way of determining what radioactive particles 
might have been in the air near Building 606, or at what levels. And, according to experts and shipyard 

U.S. Naval Institute 1946

Navy crews swab the deck of the Prinz Eugen in an attempt to 
reduce radiation levels after “Shot Baker,” the July 25, 1946 
underwater detonation of a plutonium bomb at Bikini Atoll 
in the Marshall Islands. Dozens of vessels were hopelessly 
contaminated by gigantic radioactive waves and a curtain of 
poisoned mist. 



whistle-blowers, this means that police may have been exposed to dangerous levels of radioactivity.
The employees in Building 606 never knew. No one ever told them that hazardous radiological work 

was going on right next door.
“All that time I was out there, we didn’t hear shit,” said Richard Tong, a former Honda Unit officer at 

Building 606.
“If these allegations are true, we would be deeply troubled about the conditions to which police officers, 

including myself, were exposed, and an apparent total disregard by city officials for their safety,” said 
Tony Montoya, president of the Police Officers Association.

Montoya, 51, was stationed at 606 as a K-9 officer from 2005 to 2008. Eight years later, doctors diagnosed 
him with a cancerous brain tumor that required emergency surgery. “It was like a kick to the gut,” he 
said. Like other officers who have become sick since working at the shipyard, Montoya now wonders if 
there’s a connection.

“It’s anybody’s guess,” he said.
The poor or nonexistent monitoring of air quality at the shipyard isn’t just an issue for city employees 

who work there. In the neighboring Bayview-Hunters Point community, where a child can expect to live 
an average of 14 years less than a child in well-off Russian Hill, residents have complained for years about 
dust that blows from the shipyard. The same potentially toxic air that police breathed for years could have 
affected those neighbors too, as well as artists who have long rented studios at the shipyard.

And the same flawed air-quality rules from years ago are still in effect at the shipyard today, affecting 
the air that San Francisco residents are breathing now and will be breathing for years to come.

In response to questions from The Chronicle, government agencies involved in the shipyard cleanup 
insisted that police and members of the public are protected by Navy procedures for controlling dust.

Today, the city still leases Building 606; the Police Department’s crime lab remains there, along with 
40 public employees. A previous Chronicle report outlined other potential health risks at the building, 
including high levels of lead in the tap water and radioactivity in the surrounding soil. In response to that 
story, the city said it would perform tests of the tap water, air and soil; results are expected later this year.

In the meantime, the health department, which is supposed to serve as a watchdog and advocate for the 
public at the shipyard, continues to say that people who work at the building and members of the public 
are safe. But the new records call the department’s credibility into question.

Throughout the multidecade history of the cleanup, the department has told many groups with a stake 



in the shipyard not to worry about toxic exposure: The Bayview-Hunters Point community. Artists. Vis-
itors. Homeowners. Supervisors. Mayors. “To my knowledge there has never been a case where we felt 
that health and public safety was at risk,” the department’s point person on the cleanup, Amy Brownell, 
told city supervisors in May.

But in the case of Building 606, at least, this is a statement of faith, not science. A true scientific analysis 
would require data that the city never gathered.

***
“I’ve never heard anything back from Bill,” Karen Heckman wrote.
Bill was Bill Dougherty, Tetra Tech’s top official at the shipyard. Throughout 2007, Heckman repeatedly 

tried to get information from him about any airborne radioactivity next to the police building.
She needed it to do her job. Ever since police units were transferred to the shipyard in 1997, the health 

department has played a key role in moni-
toring their safety. In April 2007, Heckman’s 
superiors asked her to study plans for Ra-
diological Screening Yard 2 (RSY2), the new 
soil-processing facility that was scheduled to 
begin operating next to Building 606 in July.

Heckman met with Dougherty, who ex-
plained the yard’s dimensions and function. 
In an email, Heckman relayed the informa-
tion to her bosses.

The yard would be “quite large,” she 
wrote, “covering the asphalt area to the East 
of bldg 606 and extending all the way out 
the pier” — a 13-acre footprint. Tetra Tech 
would eventually install 37 soil pads there, 
each 1,000 square meters, covering about 9 
acres, an area more than three times the size 
of the field at AT&T Park.

Dougherty also told Heckman he thought 
“the most contaminated areas” at the ship-
yard “have yet to be excavated and material 
from those excavations would be directed to 
the new pad yard,” she wrote.

Indeed, over the next five years, Navy 
records show, Tetra Tech would bring more 
than 6,000 truckloads of soil there from 
some of the most radioactive portions of 
Hunters Point.

Heckman’s email also noted that Tet-
ra Tech planned to dig trenches around Building 606, pulling up old, contaminated storm drains and 
checking them for radioactivity. The potentially tainted soil from these trenches also would be screened at 
RSY2.

“At some point,” Heckman pointed out, “building 606 will be surrounded by the remediation activity on 
three sides of the building.”

Her email ended with a list of questions for her supervisors, one asking point-blank: “Should the Police 
continue to operate Building 606 during the activity?”

Contacted by The Chronicle, health department spokeswoman Rachael Kagan described Heckman’s 
2007 email as a standard form of due diligence, “part of her role as an SFDPH industrial hygienist.” 
Though Heckman still works for the department, Kagan would not make her available for an interview. 
Kagan added that monitoring the soil yards was never the health department’s job, and that it has never 
had “any regulatory authority over the cleanup process itself.”

But the department wields significant formal and informal power at the shipyard. Its Occupational 
Safety and Health section is charged with keeping city workers safe by eliminating “employee exposures 
to avoidable hazards.” Hygienists and environmental engineers can coordinate air or water monitoring. 

Gabrielle Lurie/The Chronicle

Tony Montoya, police union chief, wonders whether his brain 
tumor was tied to his work at Building 606. Below, he shows 
the scar on his head and neck from the brain surgery.



PowerPoint created for 
a Nov. 28, 2007, presenta-
tion by the city health de-
partment to Building 606 
employees. The presen-
tation, written by Wells, 
told them that the air was 
safe, the building was 
safe, and they shouldn’t 
worry.

Highlights of key shipyard documents

Karen Heckman, industrial hygienist with the city health department, writing on May 24, 2007, to her boss 
Vickie Wells (then chief of Occupational Safety and Health section) and another health department col-
league, laying out for them what she has heard from Tetra Tech’s Bill Dougherty about the new screening 
yard next to the police building.

Michael Cohen, Mayor Gavin Newsom’s chief negotiator on large city development deals, writing to a 
group of city officials on Oct. 16, 2007. “Amy” is Brownell of the health department.

Later email from Heckman, on Nov. 27, 2007, to a health department colleague, saying that Dougherty 
hasn’t given her the updated air sample information the city had been asking for.



They often attend community meetings about the shipyard and Board of Supervisors hearings, explain-
ing the convoluted cleanup process. And behind the scenes, department officials talk constantly with the 
Navy and other agencies involved with the shipyard, advocating “the best possible approaches to ensure 
community health and safety,” Kagan said.

In short, the department’s staffers are supposed to be the city’s experts on health issues. So it’s not sur-
prising that in 2007 the department played a crucial role in deciding what to do about the radiation work 
around Building 606.

***
First of all, someone at the city concluded that the police didn’t need to be relocated. It’s unclear who 

made that decision. But records show that in spring 2007 the health department went looking for a way to 
track the air quality next to Building 606, to make sure police weren’t breathing harmful radioactive dust.

The department began by asking Tetra Tech to provide data from its air monitors at the yard. On May 
31, 2007, Heckman sent Dougherty a letter. After a few weeks of silence, he eventually replied that he 
would forward her request to the Navy, but she didn’t hear anything else for a while.

Through his lawyer, Dougherty declined to comment for this story.
Meanwhile, Tetra Tech and the Navy moved forward. On July 19, 2007, the new soil yard lurched to life. 

A week later, according to a transcript of a community meeting, Dougherty and Navy officials described 
RSY2 as a boon to the cleanup.

“We’re very proud of this,” said Laurie Lowman of the Navy’s Radiological Affairs Support Office, a 
unit based in Virginia that makes decisions about radioactive waste disposal at Navy sites.

“It’s a beautiful screening yard, and it really increases our capacity significantly,” she said. “We are roll-
ing.”

Lowman and Dougherty explained that they would control dust at the yard by spraying piles of soil 
with Rhino Snot, a bright-green fibrous material that forms a crust atop the dirt. They would also spray 
some areas and roads with water. However, they could spray only so much water, Lowman said, because 
the soil had to be dry to be screened.

Navy documents show that in July 2007, during the first week of the yard’s operation, Tetra Tech 
brought 76 truckloads of soil from a single trench in a contaminated area where sailors once sandblasted 
the hulls of radioactive ships brought from the Bikini Atoll plutonium-bomb tests. Plutonium-239 remains 
radioactive for hundreds of thousands of years. If the soil brought to RSY2 contained plutonium, it was 
still emitting radiation — just yards away from the police.

Heckman, though, still couldn’t get Dougherty to respond to her requests for RSY2 air samples. So she 
tried writing directly to the Navy.

“Can you provide the air sampling results, taken at the soil screening area, to me on a weekly basis?” she 
asked in an email to Ralph Pearce, a Navy project manager.

Pearce directed her back to Tetra Tech: “Please contact Bill Dougherty.”
***

New dirt kept arriving at the screening yard almost daily, according to Navy project records. Nine 
truckloads on Aug. 9. Nineteen truckloads on Aug. 10. Forty truckloads on Aug. 13.

The cops in Building 606 couldn’t help but notice. RSY2 was very close, just across a wide street, and the 
dust from the yard was unavoidable, police said. A few of them saw the radiation warning signs on the 
fence, but that wasn’t an unusual thing at the shipyard, where cops jogging in shorts and T-shirts would 
sometimes cross paths with Navy contractors in hazardous material suits.

But the city never told them that the yard had anything to do with radioactivity that could go airborne, 
police interviewed by The Chronicle said.

“No one explained that, for sure,” Fong said.
“I would have headed for the hills,” said Montoya, now the head of the police union.
Mark Madsen, then a SWAT Team member, assumed the yard was a construction area of some kind. 

“After a while, we couldn’t really see what was going on back there, because they put up tarps,” Madsen 
said.

The tarps around the fence didn’t stop the dust. It coated the cops’ cars, motorcycles and clothes; it stuck 
to the fur of their K-9 dogs. Dirt bike cops remember tasting the grit in their teeth.

Many cops were worried. They may not have known what RSY2 was, but they knew they were working 
on a Superfund site with a radioactive history. Some wrote memos to their bosses, arguing it was unsafe 



for them to stay at Building 606. They were concerned about bringing hazards home to their families. 
They wanted to know about air testing.

“We’re not Rhodes scholars, but the little bells start going off,” Montoya said.
Unknown to the police, the health department was still struggling to get air data from RSY2. In late 

August or early September 2007, after months of delays, Tetra Tech finally sent the city a snapshot of air 
samples collected between July 19 and Aug. 30. These data sheets were recently obtained by The Chronicle 
through its records request to the health department. Each sheet was a confusing grid of numbers and 
jargon. At the top of one, someone wrote a question that any member of the public might have: “What is 
this?”

By the end of the month, the health department claimed to have decoded the data. On Sept. 28, 2007, 
Vickie Wells, then director of Occupational Safety and Health, sent a memo to a deputy police chief, say-
ing the air data showed no elevated levels of radioactivity.

She was wrong to give that assurance, according to an academic expert consulted by The Chronicle. 
Reporters recently shared the data sheets with Daniel Hirsch, retired chair of environmental and nuclear 
policy at UC Santa Cruz and an expert on Superfund cleanups. Hirsch, who has recently published sever-
al reports that are critical of the shipyard cleanup, said the information was not sufficient to confirm the 
cops’ safety.

“You cannot tell the police based on this 
that they are OK,” Hirsch said. “And frankly, 
the environmental people at the Department 
of Public Health should have caught this.”

For one thing, the reports appear to show 
few specific measurements of airborne alpha 
or beta particles, the types of radioactive sub-
stances that pose the most risk if inhaled. In 
columns labeled “% DAC alpha” and “% DAC 
beta,” the data sheets listed percentages and 
less-than signs instead of precise values.

More concerning, according to Hirsch, was 
the reference to “DAC.”

DAC stands for Derived Air Concentration, 
a safety standard used for workers in the nu-
clear power industry, who are legally allowed 
to receive higher doses of radiation than the 
rest of the population — doses linked to significantly increased risks of cancer. According to the EPA’s 
shipyard rules, if the level of airborne contamination at a soil yard is less than 10 percent of the DAC limit, 
the air is safe for shipyard workers to breathe.

But the EPA’s rules are far more rigorous when it comes to protecting the rest of the population. For a 
cop at a Superfund site — or a crime-lab employee, or a member of the public — the EPA’s usual limits are 
up to 10,000 times stricter than what the agency allows for shipyard workers. While the DAC standard 
might have made sense for cleanup workers, Hirsch said, it wouldn’t have protected anyone else who 
might have breathed that air.

Asked why the EPA allowed such high limits for airborne contamination next to a busy city office build-
ing, agency spokeswoman Soledad Calvino said that dust-control measures by the Navy and Tetra Tech 
would have protected the police. She also shared details of a calculation performed by EPA staff, purport-
edly showing that the air was safe for police to breathe. The EPA performed this calculation recently in 
response to questions from The Chronicle, not years ago, when the soil yard was operating.

The calculation is based on a string of optimistic assumptions about the wind, the contents of the soil, 
the management of Tetra Tech’s soil yard and the way people at 606 spent their days. For instance, the 
EPA assumes that the wind mostly blew across RSY2 “in the opposite direction from Building 606,” and 
concludes that police were exposed to air from the yard for just 7.2 minutes per day. The EPA also claims 
that nearby soil pads processed soil for only 40 days per year. But the wind at Hunters Point is unpredict-
able, work at the soil yard took place year-round and many cops trained outdoors for hours each day, mul-
tiple days per week. Also, the EPA calculation does not account for plutonium-239, a known contaminant 
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Former S.F. Mayor and current California governor-elect 
Gavin Newsom (right) greets community members before a 
2005 ceremony in which the Navy transferred 75 acres of the 
former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard to San Francisco.



at the shipyard that is toxic at lower levels than other radioactive substances.
Regardless of what Tetra Tech’s air samples showed in summer 2007, the information the company gave 

to the city was only a snapshot. And the yard next to the police was in constant flux.
On Oct. 8, 2007, 10 days after the health department’s Wells wrote the memo that told the deputy police 

chief not to worry, 44 new truckloads of potentially contaminated soil were dumped in the yard. The next 
day, 27 more truckloads arrived.

Operating in the dark, without current radiological data, city leaders kept telling the police they were 
safe. Hygienists tested the dust inside Building 606 for asbestos and heavy metals and reported nothing 
concerning. Airborne radioactivity wasn’t mentioned.

On Oct. 16, 2007, the manager of the crime lab emailed four city employees, including a top deputy of 
then-Mayor Newsom, Michael Cohen, the city’s chief negotiator on shipyard agreements and other large 
developments. The crime-lab manager said that vehicles at Building 606 were covered with mud (“the 
cars are a mess”) and asked the city to “bring a knowledgeable scientist out here to speak to us about envi-
ronmental concerns/risks/expos ures.”

Cohen replied the same day, copying the health department’s Brownell and three others. He suggested 
the department “set up a briefing for Crime Lab staff to help allay their dust fears.” He added, “Is there 
anything we can do to give staff car wash tickets or something?”

Cohen, now the principal of Strada, a private-equity firm that finances real estate development, told The 
Chronicle recently that he had “very little direct involvement with building 606.” A spokesman for New-
som, who was elected California’s governor Tuesday, said he “does not recall a discussion about Building 
606.”

The day before the Nov. 28 “Informational Meeting” at Building 606, the city still didn’t have current air 
safety data from Tetra Tech. Yet when health department officials visited 606, they told the police that the 
air they were breathing was definitely safe.

“Air sampling data indicates exposure to contaminants is well within acceptable levels,” went a Power-
Point presentation authored by Wells. The talk did not mention radioactivity. Wells declined to comment 
for this story, and the health department did not make Brownell available for an interview.

“Is Bldg 606 Safe?” read the title of one slide in the presentation.
Wells’ answer on the PowerPoint: “Yes.”

***
In fact, the cleanup around Building 606 was spiraling out of control, according to former employees of 

Tetra Tech or its subcontractors, who have said the company repeatedly cut corners and failed to properly 
remove radioactive waste.

Seven of these people detailed their claims in recently unsealed whistle-blower lawsuits against Tetra 
Tech and a handful of its subcontractors. Six of the plaintiffs also filed sworn statements last year with the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the agency that licenses companies like Tetra Tech to perform radiolog-
ical work.

Tetra Tech has said the whistle-blowers are lying. But some of their claims have already been confirmed 
by government investigations, and in late October the Department of Justice announced it was joining the 
three whistle-blower suits against Tetra Tech, a rare move that allows the government to sue the company 
for fraud.

The whistle-blowers’ stories boil down to this: The cleanup wasn’t what it seemed. People in charge 
of the radiation surveys were not qualified to oversee them. People who were supposed to be managing 
tainted soil were releasing it into the air. Soil samples said to be from one place were actually from else-
where. Control was an illusion.

The problems extended to areas next to the police building, according to multiple whistle-blowers who 
have alleged serious safety breaches at RSY2 that could have exposed workers and anyone nearby to ra-
dioactivity.

The Tetra Tech supervisor in charge at RSY2 didn’t seem to know what she was doing, multiple whis-
tle-blowers said. In their sworn declarations and lawsuits, they said the supervisor’s inexperience had a 
direct impact on RSY2, turning the soil yard next to the police into a chaotic and potentially dangerous 
area. Archie Jackson, 54, said in a recent interview that he saw the supervisor’s laborers performing sen-
sitive tasks for which they had no training, like running radiation scans on the soil pads and operating the 
air-monitoring machines. Another technician, Art Jahr, noticed the laborers “slinging soil around during 



sampling so as to create an airborne hazard,” and a third, Bert Bowers, said he sometimes discovered that 
machines at RSY2 and other soil yards were shut down because the gasoline generators that powered 
them had run out of fuel.

In October 2012, during a routine quality check, the Navy noticed flaws in Tetra Tech’s soil measure-
ments taken from an area close to Building 606, about 100 yards to the southeast. Because these inconsis-
tencies might indicate bigger problems, the Navy asked Tetra Tech to investigate what went wrong.

The resulting report, sent to the city health department and other agencies in April 2014, concluded that 
Tetra Tech employees had collected faulty soil samples at multiple shipyard locations. Tetra Tech blamed 
employee error, not fraud, and said it had fixed all problems. The Navy signed off. And the city didn’t 
investigate further, records show.

On internal email threads, the health department’s Amy Brownell downplayed the significance of the 
bogus soil samples. In one email, she wrote to a group of city shipyard consultants prior to a Navy confer-
ence call about the findings. “Please plan on being on mute and not asking any questions during the call,” 
Brownell wrote to the consultants. “Navy is trying to keep this as low key as possible.”

The purpose of the call, she said, was for other agencies to “get all their questions answered.” She add-
ed that if the consultants had concerns about the faulty soil samples, they could discuss after the call, but 
“based on everything I’ve heard — it is just a documentation issue at this point but it is sensitive because a 
contractor made an error — which then got fixed later.”

In another email, Brownell suggested that the effort to investigate the skewed data had been a waste of 
money: “your tax dollars hard at work.”

“As far as I’m concerned,” Brownell wrote in the same email, “for our purposes, this issue was a con-
tractor error that has been corrected and has no implications for future.”

In a statement, department spokeswoman Kagan defended Brownell, saying she “has applied her ex-
pertise and dedication to the project for some 25 years.” As for Brownell’s 2014 reaction to the faulty soil 
samples, Kagan said, “It seemed then, based on the information we had, as though the issues were identi-
fied and being corrected.”

Instead, it was only the beginning of the problem — the first loose thread in a larger unraveling. Tetra 
Tech remained in business at the shipyard and continued to perform radiological work next to Building 
606 in 2014, digging up old storm drains and processing the soil.

By that time, Navy documents show, RSY2 had apparently closed, but Tetra Tech had built a pair of 
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 Whistle-blower Archie Jackson, 54, stands in front of his home in Beech Island, S.C. Jackson is a radiation tech-
nician who used to work at the Hunters Point shipyard and says the cleanup was marred by incompetence and 
falsified records.



smaller soil yards a bit farther away from Building 606: RSY3 was about a fifth of a mile to the south, and 
RSY4 sat an eighth of a mile to the northwest.

The new yards also handled significant amounts of tainted soil. Although the health department told 
The Chronicle that these yards weren’t a concern because they were farther away from Building 606, the 
fierce wind at the shipyard has a way of compressing distance.

Throughout 2014, the health department continued to tell employees at Building 606 that they weren’t 
at risk. On April 21, Dougherty emailed Tetra Tech and Navy officials that a pregnant woman working at 
the police building had “raised concerns to her management” after noticing radiation-warning signs near 
the building. Fetuses are particularly sensitive to radiation. The Navy looped in the health department, 
and Brownell offered to meet with the woman, who apparently worked at 606’s crime lab.

“In the past,” Brownell emailed colleagues, “I have found the crime lab personnel very receptive to 
understanding the science and accepting of our assurances that there are no public health risks once we’re 
able to explain the concepts to them.”

***
Today, due to the lack of oversight by the city and other agencies, it’s difficult to know if police in Build-

ing 606 were exposed to harmful radioactivity. The only way is to look at the cleanup data: What was in 
the soil, at what levels? What was in the air?

But because of questions about fraud and mismanagement, the data can’t tell the story. In the past year, 
the Navy and EPA have said they found signs of possible fraud in soil and building measurements across 
much of the shipyard, including the soil yards near the police, and, according to the whistle-blowers, the 
company’s air monitoring was flawed as well. (Tetra Tech disputes the EPA and Navy analyses.)

“It’s impossible to give an answer,” Bowers said.
This leaves the police who worked at Building 606 in a frustrating sort of limbo: No one can say they 

were definitely exposed to harm, no one can say they weren’t, and it’s too late to prevent any exposure. 
All that veterans of the building can do now, says the police union’s Montoya, is research city policies on 
medical claims, in case more cops get sick in the future.

“There needs to be accountability on some level,” Montoya said. “I don’t know anybody who’s looking to 
make money on this. People just want to know, and make sure that if somebody comes up with an illness, 
that they are being taken care of.”
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Paul Swiatko (left), Mel Bautista and Richard Tong, who were part of the San Francisco Police Department’s 
tactical division, walk toward Building 606, where they used to work and train. 
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S.F. watchdog 
aided builder

CHRONICLE INVESTIGATION

Jessica Christian/ The Chronicle

Homes continue to be built on Parcel A, adjacent to a Superfund waste site tainted with radioactive substances. 

Michael Spencer was about to sign the papers on a million-dollar home at San Francisco’s moth-
balled naval base when he began having second thoughts.

The condominium sat on the first developed piece of the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard - a 
hilltop area known as Parcel A. The rest of the shipyard, adjacent to the home parcel, is a Superfund 
waste site tainted with radioactive substances. And something had gone wrong with the cleanup of 
that land, Spencer had learned from news reports. The Navy suspected fraud by a key contractor, Tet-
ra Tech, raising the possibility that supposedly safe areas might contain hazards - and that thousands 
of homes might never get built.

A 50-year-old Air Force veteran, Spencer wanted assurance from the seller, Lennar Homes, that the 
home site was safe and that construction on the other shipyard parcels would still happen. He didn’t 
want to live on a little island of development surrounded by a wasteland.

“I reached out to my Realtor and said, ‘What the hell’s going on? I’m supposed to be signing tomor-
row. I’m not going to spend a million dollars on something that’s not going to have any value.’”

By Jason Fagone and Cynthia Dizikes

City health officer assisted in home 
sales next to toxic shipyard, withheld 

facts from wary buyers



Spencer ended up talking to his Lennar sales agent, Robert Forbes, who connected him with Garrett 
Chan, Lennar’s vice president of sales and marketing for the shipyard. Chan told Spencer he knew just 
the right person to speak with him: Amy Brownell, an environmental engineer with the San Francisco 
health department who has long been the city’s main expert on the cleanup.

According to Spencer, Brownell spoke on the phone with him for half an hour to 45 minutes, assur-
ing him that the home site was clean, the contractor fraud wasn’t a big deal and that the wider develop-
ment of the shipyard would continue. Spencer came away feeling that concerns about contamination 
were “being blown out of proportion by a few people.”

“I felt good enough to sign,” Spencer said, and he and his wife finalized their purchase within days.
Brownell is the city’s point person on the shipyard, having worked on the project for 25 years. Offi-

cially, the cleanup is a federal project, managed by the Navy and overseen by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, but San Francisco also has important oversight powers. The city health depart-
ment is supposed to monitor the cleanup and regulate construction activities related to development, 
ensuring that companies like Lennar aren’t exposing workers or the public to hazardous substances. 
Under the city health code, Brownell has the authority to take enforcement action and issue violations 
to Lennar, which she has done in the past.

But more recently, Brownell has played a 
different role. At the request of Lennar offi-
cials and sales agents, she has gotten direct-
ly involved with home transactions on the 
mega-developer’s $8 billion shipyard proj-
ect, reassuring nervous buyers like Spencer 
through phone calls and email exchanges.

In those conversations, Brownell has 
painted a far more optimistic picture of the 
cleanup and development timeline than 
other agencies have, giving some assuranc-
es that later turned out to be incorrect, a 
Chronicle investigation has found. Brownell 
also repeatedly stressed positive arguments 
and failed to disclose negative information 
or public documents that pointed to serious 
problems, according to emails and inter-
views with the buyers.

By appearing to assist the developer in this way, legal and ethics experts said, Brownell may have 
crossed an ethical line, helping to carry out home sales that benefited both Lennar and the city. And 
because her career is so closely tied to the cleanup, she also had an incentive to protect her professional 
reputation by downplaying problems, the experts said.

“There’s a conflict of interest here,” said Deborah Sivas, professor of environmental law at Stanford 
and director of the university law school’s Environmental Law Clinic.

Sivas has advised local governments in the Bay Area on how to handle hazardous cleanups. She said 
that even if Brownell didn’t explicitly tell Lennar clients they should buy the homes, her upbeat take 
on the shipyard carried extra weight because of her position as the city’s shipyard expert.

“It was highly inappropriate for her to be advocating one way or another,” Sivas said, calling 
Brownell’s involvement “extremely odd.” “You’re supposed to protect the health of the city’s residents 
and, in fact, you’re giving them assurances that maybe help them go through with the transaction.”

It isn’t necessarily wrong for Brownell to talk with home buyers, said Mary-Beth Moylan, an expert 
in government ethics and a professor at the McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento. In fact, it makes 
sense that a health official would discuss safety issues with members of the public.

The tricky part, she said, involves the communications between Brownell and Lennar.
“The question is whether there is an appearance of bias or influence by having someone working 

closely and in connection with an entity that she is also regulating,” Moylan wrote in an email to The 
Chronicle. “It does seem that the City has placed itself in a position where the success of the develop-
ment is contingent on the land being safe and so is incentivized to find that the clean-up is successful.”

It’s unclear how often Brownell has gotten involved in shipyard home transactions, but four cases 
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Michael Spencer bought his million-dollar condominium on 
Parcel A after receiving a city health official’s assurances 
that the site is safe. 



are documented in emails obtained by The Chronicle. In three of these instances, including the Spen-
cers’, the exchanges occurred after the buyers had placed their deposits but before the sale agreements 
were final - a limited and sensitive window of time. Facing tight deadlines, with little time to perform 
their own research, the three buyers say they relied on Brownell’s advice before completing their pur-
chases early this year.

Asked about their exchanges with Brownell, the buyers said they found her helpful, and that they 
are happy with their homes.

“Anything I asked, she was very forthcoming,” said Spencer. “She didn’t give me any feeling that she 
was hedging, or there were things she didn’t want to talk about.”

Brownell declined to comment. In response to questions, health department spokeswoman Rachael 
Kagan sent a statement defending the department and Brownell.

“Her answers were factual, objective and contained public information,” Kagan said. “Brownell also 
provided additional resources, so that the inquirers could seek out more information from other sourc-
es. Providing public information and expertise is responsive, and we fail to see how that is improper.”

Lennar said it was merely keeping home buyers informed by referring them to Brownell. “There is 
nothing improper about this,” the company said in a statement.

***
Brownell is one of the most influential 

people shaping the shipyard cleanup and re-
development, having worked on the project 
since 1993, a period spanning six mayoral 
administrations. Admired in city circles for 
her diligent work ethic and her command 
of shipyard documents (a city consultant 
once deemed her “the master of document 
archives”), Brownell has helped achieve a 
number of project milestones.

For instance, she spent years helping to 
prepare the 2004 transfer of Parcel A to the 
city, a major step in San Francisco’s dream 
of transforming the toxic site — and nearby 
Candlestick Point — into a lucrative splay 
of 12,000 homes, more than 3 million square 
feet of office space and 300 acres of parks. 
Lennar is developing the first phase of the project, and its spinoff FivePoint Holdings is handling the 
second phase. About 750 housing units have been built.

Throughout her time on the project, Brownell has also developed a reputation for unwavering opti-
mism in the face of apparent setbacks, making a series of confident, controversial claims in both inter-
nal discussions and open meetings.

Four years ago, she dismissed an important and troubling alarm about Tetra Tech’s work at the 
shipyard. The Navy had discovered “anomalies” in some of the company’s soil samples and asked Tet-
ra Tech to investigate itself. In a resulting 2014 report, both parties chalked up the problem to mistakes 
by shipyard workers. Two former company supervisors have since confessed to fraud, admitting that 
they swapped dirty soil with clean soil; the Navy says their actions may cost taxpayers as much as $570 
million.

Yet Brownell appeared convinced in 2014 that the faulty soil samples were insignificant. On internal 
email threads obtained by The Chronicle, she wrote that the findings had “no implications for future” 
and were “just a documentation issue.” She even suggested that the effort to figure out what went 
wrong was a waste of money: “your tax dollars hard at work,” she wrote in one thread.

According to Kagan, Brownell assumed that the problems identified by the Navy had been fixed.
More recently, in May, Brownell attended a tour of the shipyard and claimed, without evidence, that 

the entire shipyard is already safe. The Navy and EPA don’t agree. Over the past year, both agencies 
have found widespread signs of likely fraud in Tetra Tech’s reports on radioactivity levels, meaning 
that the data can’t be trusted and so it is impossible to know how clean or how toxic the site really is. 
The Navy plans to retest much of the shipyard, and, according to the EPA, “We won’t know the true 
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Amy Brownell, environmental engineer at the S.F. 
Department of Public Health and the city’s go-to expert 
on the shipyard cleanup, speaks at a Bayview community 
meeting.



extent of contamination until new sampling results come back.”
But during the May tour, Brownell insisted, “The contamination has been cleaned up. We can say 

definitively there are no public safety concerns or health concerns out here.”
She had made the same unsupported claim a few weeks earlier at a Board of Supervisors committee 

hearing, saying that “the entire shipyard, Parcel A, Parcel G, Parcel E, name any alphabet soup” had 
been found to contain “nothing out of the ordinary.” At the hearing, Brownell also speculated about 
the cause of high rates of asthma and heart disease in the Bayview-Hunters Point neighborhood, 
which includes the shipyard and many industrial facilities. The community is one of the poorest in 
the city and suffers from air pollution, according to health department studies. But Brownell said that 
health issues there might be caused by the “stress” of learning about the cleanup problems.

This provoked a sharp response from Supervisor Jane Kim, who replied, “That’s an extraordinary 
statement.” Kim later questioned whether the health department was “colluding and collaborating” 
with Tetra Tech — a suggestion Brownell called “strange” in a subsequent email to her boss.

Yet she has drawn similar criticisms from environmental groups, community activists and a civil 
grand jury.

After Brownell said in May that the entire shipyard is already safe, a Washington nonprofit released 
an EPA report showing major unresolved problems on three small parcels that are owned by the city 
and border Parcel A. The report had been in Brownell’s possession since March; the group obtained it 
through a Freedom of Information Act request and singled her out in a news release.

“This city official knew about these problems for months but did not share this information with the 
public she is supposed to serve,” the group’s executive director said of Brownell.

In 2011, Bayview activists called attention to Brownell’s interactions with Lennar, the company orig-
inally chosen during Willie Brown’s administration to develop the shipyard. Emails made public by a 
community group showed Brownell offering to let Lennar rewrite a document about asbestos hazards 
at the shipyard. The civil grand jury later cited those emails in questioning the health department’s 
“commitment to proactively and impartially enforce environmental health regulations.”

Then, in 2016 and 2017, Brownell and the city came under fire from environmental groups for taking 
part in a series of closed-door meetings with the shipyard’s private developers.

Meetings of what was known as the “Tiger Team” also included federal and state agencies and began 
in December 2016. Lennar placed items on the meeting agendas, and executives from FivePoint were 
invited to attend, including Kofi Bonner, who is now FivePoint’s co-chief operating officer.

Each company had its own concern, according to internal Tiger Team communications. FivePoint 
was wary about the future; given the uncertainties around Tetra Tech’s data, the Navy was postpon-
ing the transfer of land to the city, meaning that FivePoint would have to wait to build homes on those 
parcels.



Meanwhile, Lennar reported in February 2017 that Parcel A home sales were flagging and that “six 
buyers have cancelled their contracts to purchase homes at the Shipyard out of concern for their health 
and safety,” according to an agenda of a team meeting.

Home buyers canceling contracts was clearly a problem for Lennar. But it also posed a crisis for the 
city if the project were to flounder or fail, potentially leading to expensive litigation with angry home-
owners or the deep-pocketed developer.

City staff on the Tiger Team recommended “a proactive outreach by the Regulatory Agencies” to tell 
the public that Parcel A was safe.

The city health department didn’t respond to questions about the civil grand jury report or the Tiger 
Team’s “proactive outreach,” though spokeswoman Kagan defended the department’s impartiality. 
“We are not invested in any outcome except for the health and safety of San Franciscans,” she said in a 
statement.

Lennar said in a statement that the company was not present at the Tiger Team meeting where Par-
cel A home sales were discussed. FivePoint did not respond to repeated requests for comment.

***
Spencer and the other home buyers who were directed to Brownell didn’t know anything about her 

career or her disputed public statements. She was presented to them as a neutral voice of authority, 
and they saw no reason to doubt that.

Spencer moved to the Bay Area in April 2017, taking a job with an e-commerce company in Dog-
patch. He and his wife rented a place in Redwood City while they looked for a home in San Francisco. 
Having spent the previous six years in Iowa, they were hardly prepared for the macabre spectacle of 
San Francisco open houses.

“You walk into a house and there’s 100 people standing there,” he said. “The listing is $700,000. The 
real estate agent says we’re not taking bids under $1.2 million. It’s like, what the hell are you talking 
about?”

Then, in January, the couple visited the shipyard and toured a $900,000 fourth-floor condo with gor-
geous city views from a private rooftop deck. They could see Berkeley, the Bay Bridge, even the tops of 
the Golden Gate Bridge towers. “We wanted a place to sit and drink wine,” he said. Their Lennar sales 
agent painted an appealing picture of the neighborhood’s future: shuttle buses to downtown, water 
taxis to the harbor.

Another shipyard homeowner and her husband, who asked not to be identified, were also drawn to 
Lennar’s vision of a new urban community, apart from downtown but still close and accessible. Bay 
Area residents for 16 years, they wanted a place where they could retire someday and where their two 
children would be comfortable. They made an offer on a $660,000 Shipyard condo in the spring.

Around the same time, another husband and wife were scoping out a condo at the shipyard. The 
husband, who spoke with The Chronicle, asked to be identified only by his first name, Ron. He said he 
and his wife had been saving for years to buy a new home in the Bay Area; the shipyard was one of the 
few places they liked that they could afford. They loved the neighborhood on first sight — the water 
views, the sunlight — and put down a deposit on a $900,000 condo in early April.

“I totally believe in the Bayview,” Ron said. “I really want that to grow.”
For all three families, buying a shipyard home was a financial leap, and when they heard about 

problems with the cleanup, they asked Lennar for more information. Lennar sent them to Brownell. 
In some cases, the company also provided contacts at other government agencies, including the Navy, 
and one buyer ended up speaking with a range of officials. But, according to all three families who 
interacted with her, Brownell was particularly responsive — and persuasive.

Spencer was the first to talk with her. He and his wife had put down their deposit and begun selling 
their furniture when Spencer saw a report about the radioactivity cleanup and potentially falsified soil 
tests. After Lennar gave him Brownell’s email address, he wrote to her on the morning of Feb. 1, ex-
plaining that he and his wife were “very concerned about this community” and in a jam because they 
had already told their landlord they were leaving at the end of the month.

Forty-two minutes after Spencer sent his email to Brownell, she emailed Garrett Chan, the Lennar 
sales executive.

“Can I call you at 3pm today about this?” she asked Chan.
“Yes,” he replied. “Please do!”
Later that day or the next morning, Brownell called Spencer. She told him a couple of things, he re-



called.
One, he didn’t need to worry about the safety of Parcel A, the area where his new home stood. The 

Navy had never performed any radiation experiments on the hilltop, Brownell said. Therefore, no 
radioactive contamination could exist there.

This argument has been made by other agencies, too — and it has long been challenged by environ-
mental groups and independent experts. They have pointed out that the Navy’s records of shipyard 
activity are riddled with gaps and that contamination on other parcels could have spread to Parcel A.

Within months, Brownell’s reasoning would prove wrong. In September, state workers scanning 
for hazards on Parcel A found a highly radioactive object buried there: an old Navy deck marker filled 
with radioluminescent paint. It probably hadn’t harmed residents, but its discovery undercut what 
Brownell and other officials had been saying; no one is sure how the object got there.

During their phone call, Spencer recalled, Brownell also promised that the city would stick to its de-
velopment plans for the rest of the shipyard. In the worst case, there might be a delay of a year or two, 
she told him. She followed up by emailing Spencer links to a flyer and fact sheet explaining the Navy’s 
process for reviewing Tetra Tech’s data. There was a single page showing some partial results of the 
review.

But Brownell didn’t actually know how long the project might be delayed, and her guess of a year 
or two was on the low side. The EPA and Navy both said in 2016 that they didn’t know when the land 
would be cleaned up and transfers of other parcels would resume. The timeline depends on the results 
of new tests that haven’t been done yet. “The timing is difficult to predict,” the EPA wrote in January, 
just a week before Brownell’s call with Spencer.

A month later, in March, the Navy would estimate in a court filing that the development of the ship-
yard would be delayed “by an approximate decade” because of fraud by Tetra Tech.

After Spencer talked with Brownell, he and his wife decided they were comfortable signing the 
purchase papers. They had lived on military bases before, in close proximity to hazardous, controlled 
materials. Even if there was some kind of dodgy object buried in the ground, it wouldn’t matter, given 

Michael Spencer was in the process of buying a shipyard condominium when he saw a news report 
about problems with the cleanup. He asked a Lennar sales executive, Garrett Chan, for information, and 
Chan sent him to Amy Brownell. On Feb. 1, 2018, Spencer emailed Brownell that he was worried about 
going through with his purchase. Shortly after, Brownell emailed Chan to set up a call about the situation. 
Source: San Francisco Department Of Public Health



their fourth-floor location.
“I am in no way discounting the (health) concerns that people have had for decades about Hunters 

Point and Bayview,” Spencer said. But when it came to the immediate area around his condo, he saw 
no risk.

“I’m 80 feet above 12 feet of concrete,” he said. “I’m not affected here.”
“I’m not of the bent that the sky is falling or the ground is glowing.”

***
Brownell, though, hadn’t given Spencer the full story. Emails show that she cherry-picked docu-

ments about the shipyard cleanup, sending Spencer reports that were reassuring and leaving out those 
that were more critical.

The picture Brownell was getting in behind-the-scenes meetings was much more complicated and 
uncertain than the one she gave buyers. By early 2018, another group she was involved with - an inter-
agency “technical team” of environmental regulators — had spent a year investigating and discussing 
likely fraud in the cleanup. And the more they looked, the more problems they found.

In October 2017, four months before Brownell spoke with Spencer, she and other officials received 
some shocking information from the EPA. The agency had analyzed data from two large swaths of 
shipyard land — Parcels B and G, totaling 80 acres — and found that the problem was bigger than the 
Navy had estimated. Almost all of the soil data showed signs of “potential purposeful falsification and 
fraud.” The EPA also revealed a slew of other failures that amounted to “general mismanagement” of 
the entire project. The state health department concurred.

In a city email thread about these findings, Brownell’s reaction was succinct.
“!!!” she wrote.

In 2017, Amy 
Brownell re-
ceived a shock-
ing EPA report 
showing that 
fraud or failures 
in the shipyard 
cleanup were 
much worse 
than the Navy 
had disclosed. 
Brownell did 
not share the 
document with 
potential home 
buyers. 

Sources: San 
Francisco De-
partment Of 
Public Health 
And The EPA



But Brownell, who received the full EPA report on the two parcels in December 2017, did not share 
this information with Spencer, even though it was a public document.

She also failed to share other information that could have been relevant to a home buyer like Spen-
cer. By this point, a whistle-blower had told federal regulators about an unexpected finding of radio-
active contamination on Parcel A — an allegation that Tetra Tech has said is a lie. The former shipyard 
worker said he collected a soil sample from the parcel’s border that contained a dangerous level of 
cesium-137. His claim was detailed in public documents filed in June 2017 with the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. Records show that the Mayor’s Office and other city departments were notified of the 
filings by August 2017.

Two experts suggested that Brownell was legally and ethically required to give home buyers all rele-
vant documents.

“I don’t think there’s a problem with this city official assuring potential home buyers,” said attorney 
Brian Hildreth, a partner with Bell, McAndrews & Hiltachk, a political and election law firm in Sacra-
mento. “It’s a good thing to be responsive. Had she turned over all the information, and somebody got 
to make an informed choice, I don’t see a problem with that part of it.”

The problem, he said, is that by asking Brownell for information about the safety of Parcel A, Spen-
cer and other buyers were making what amounted to a public records request, even if they weren’t 
using the language of the state records law. And officials like Brownell can’t just “pick information 
they share and don’t share” in response to such a request. Brownell’s actions, Hildreth said, raise the 
question of whether she was trying to “camouflage or hide” negative information.

Brownell had an obligation to be aware of her own potential biases “and kind of step back,” said Bri-
an Berkey, assistant professor of legal studies and business ethics at the Wharton School and a Berg-
gruen Fellow at Harvard’s Center for Ethics.

“If it’s acceptable for her to be engaging with these home buyers at all, it seems like her role should 
be as a kind of neutral provider of all the information that might be relevant to their decisions,” Berkey 
said.

That’s why the home buyers wanted to speak with Brownell in the first place: They all needed as 
much information as they could get about Parcel A and the shipyard, and as fast as possible.

The buyer who was looking forward to retirement at the shipyard said Lennar gave her Brownell’s 
contact information and encouraged her to reach out.

“Do you have any documentation or any evidence that Parcel A is not part of False test and Soil is 
clean?” the buyer emailed Brownell on March 24. “I have three days to research before entering into 
contract.”

Not long after that, Ron was connected with Brownell by his sales agent, Forbes. “I was hoping you 
might have a discussion with them about the project and clean-up,” Forbes wrote to Brownell, copying 
Ron and his wife by way of introduction. “As always, I appreciate your assistance and time.”

Ron and the other home buyer ended up speaking with Brownell on the phone, they said. She re-
peated many of the same arguments she had told Spencer, telling the buyers that Parcel A was defi-
nitely free of radioactive contamination and that “the Navy owned areas aren’t a health and safety 
hazard — they just have to redo some sampling,” Brownell wrote in an email to the other buyer.

Brownell also made new claims. During an extended phone call with Ron that he said lasted about 
two hours, Brownell asserted that the air quality at the shipyard is the same as in the Financial District 
or any other city neighborhood. Bayview-Hunters Point is exposed to the highest concentration of air-

In March 2018, a worried potential homebuyer emailed Brownell asking for proof that Parcel A is clean. 
Brownell said there were no issues in the home area and downplayed the impact of the faulty soil sam-
ples fraud scandal, claiming without evidence that the rest of the shipyard is safe. 
Source: San Francisco Department Of Public Health



borne pollutants in the region, according to figures published by Brownell’s own department, and the 
community “has the highest rate of air pollution related health problems in San Francisco,” the office 
of the city attorney has written.

After the call, Ron’s wife sent a follow-up email to Brownell, wanting to see proof that the soil on 
Parcel A was tested for radioactivity in the past. In fact, to this day, the soil has never been tested there 
like it has been in other parts of the shipyard, by taking soil samples and analyzing them with sensitive 
lab equipment. Instead, authorities have performed cruder sorts of scans with machines that are held 
above the ground. And Brownell replied to the buyer’s email with information about two such sur-
veys, both dubious.

One was a 2002 test by an EPA “scanner van,” a large truck with a radiation scanner attached that 
could detect only one type of radiation and couldn’t access much of the parcel. The other test was a 
2012 aerial survey by the Department of Homeland Security, which involved flying a helicopter 300 
feet above the shipyard. The equipment on the helicopter was designed for a very different purpose - 
locating nuclear devices assembled by terrorists.

The buyers had no way of knowing they were getting inaccurate and incomplete information from 
Brownell. The city’s expert on health and safety at the shipyard appeared to be telling them not to wor-
ry.

“She was knowledgeable,” Ron remembers. “It was like we had an interview.” As part of his re-
search, he also spoke to artists who worked in shipyard studios, cleanup workers, and two Navy offi-
cials. He and his wife closed on their $900,000 condo in late April.

***
Even as the shipyard home buyers have settled into their new condos, the situation around them has 

grown murkier.
At least 20 homeowners on Parcel A, some of them couples, have sued Lennar/FivePoint and Tetra 

Tech over the drop in value of their homes, alleging that the companies failed to disclose facts about 
contamination. One of the plaintiffs, Fei Liu, bought a shipyard condo in February after Lennar as-
sured him there were no health issues, he said. “After I move in, a few months later, they tell me there 
is potentially a problem,” Liu said. He then tried to sell the condo, but “nobody wanted to buy it. Es-
sentially I’m stuck.” Lennar/Five Point and Tetra Tech have denied the allegations in the lawsuits.

The state completed a limited radiation scan of the parcel in October and did not find anything be-
yond the deck marker. Environmental groups, though, say the scan was inadequate and can’t be used 
to declare the parcel safe — only soil sampling can.

Beyond the home area, the situation is even more unclear. The Navy has laid out its plan to retest 
the shipyard, but the EPA and other agencies have said the Navy is trying to cut corners. Regulators 
probably will be wrestling over the details into next year, and, until new tests are complete, the ship-
yard will remain in a state of limbo. Meanwhile, an independent watchdog group has released a series 
of reports charging that the whole cleanup effort is flawed at the core.

The uncertainty is making it difficult to attract home buyers and investors, FivePoint executive Bon-
ner said in an interview with The Chronicle’s editorial board this summer. If problems continue, he 
said, FivePoint could cancel its plans to build homes on the Navy-owned parcels.

“I might as well ... say, ‘You know what, city, why don’t you keep that and I’ll just focus on my 7,500 
homes over here” at Candlestick Point, a location that is easier to develop because it’s not a Superfund 
site.

The three shipyard homeowners interviewed by The Chronicle all said they are glad they moved 
to the neighborhood. “Waking up in the morning, it’s sunny, and it’s super-nice,” Ron said. “This is 
going to be long-term. Really, my main goal - I really just want a community.” Still, he worries that if 
more problems are found in the short term, the community will suffer.

“My coworkers ask me where I bought a condo, and I kind of don’t want to tell them,” he said.
Spencer said the shipyard is what he hoped it would be. The neighbors are cool. The light is lovely. 

It’s close to work.
“I have a 3-mile commute that takes me eight minutes,” he said.
He understands the health concerns of other residents but thinks they’re being unreasonable.
When presented with the newspaper’s findings that Brownell didn’t share all she knew, Spencer 

said he wasn’t sure if the information would have changed his decision to buy at the shipyard.
“Hindsight is always 20/20 and it’s usually best not to beat ourselves up with would’a, could’a, 



should’a,” he wrote in an email. “What I am comfortable in saying is had I known about some of this 10 
1/2 months ago, it may have given me pause” — especially information about development delays.

“As for the deck marker,” he continued, “I think it is a non-issue and with my military background 
and experience, is blown way out of proportion, but again I am from the generation that had a chil-
dren’s chemistry set as a Christmas Gift.”

He said he has faith that any problems will get worked out. The land is too valuable for the project 
not to succeed. The city has to finish it and finish it right.

“Jesus tapdancing Christ, guys,” he said. “The stuff can be cleaned up. It’s some pretty nice property. 
It’s got wonderful views and all that. The city’s going to want it.”

He added, “It’s gonna get fixed. And we’re OK.”

Jessica Christian / The Chronicle

Home construction continues on Parcel A, the hilltop plot at Hunters Point that is the 
first piece of the former Navy base to be developed by Lennar Homes. 
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Tests at shipyard 
limited, lacking
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Significant health hazards have been found at Building 606 at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, where 
employees of the S.F. Police Department work and the crime lab is housed.

City employees who work at an unusual building deep inside a San Francisco Superfund site have 
been waiting for years to know if their surroundings are safe. But recent tests by the city health depart-
ment won’t provide much comfort.

The structure at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard, which has housed police employees since 
1997 and contains the citywide crime lab, is known as Building 606. In July, after The Chronicle re-
vealed significant health hazards there — and years of failed oversight by government agencies — the 
health department promised the roughly 40 remaining employees that it would test the building’s air, 
soil and tap water for chemicals and radioactive substances known to exist elsewhere at the site.

Since then, however, one of the most crucial tests, a search for radioactivity inside the building and 
in surrounding soil, has been delayed. It is not scheduled to begin until at least mid-January.

Meanwhile, some tests that have been completed were minimal and poorly designed, independent 
experts say, raising the possibility that the people who work there are not safe.

“I think we’re really taking a risk with their lives,” Police Commission member Petra DeJesus said 
at a Dec. 12 hearing that discussed the testing at Building 606. “I don’t understand why we don’t really 
put pressure on the mayor’s office and expedite removing them.”

One of the newly completed tests was performed on the building’s tap water, and another checked 
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a nearby pile of soil. The water-quality test discovered an elevated level of lead in one sample and did 
not detect many other potential contaminants.

Due to concerns about the water’s safety — past test results discovered troubling levels of lead, pe-
troleum byproducts and other contaminants in the tap water — the Police Department has been pro-
viding bottled water to building occupants for two decades.

A sample from the soil pile contained radioactive substances at levels below the Navy’s cleanup tar-
gets at the former shipyard, but above the default safety goals for Superfund sites set by the U.S. Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency.

The city’s health and police departments both said the testing that has been done should reassure 
employees and that no workers need to be relocated.

In testimony to the Police Commission, Deputy Police Chief Robert Moser said he saw no test re-
sults that required “any immediate action” to protect people in the building. The Department of Public 
Health said in a statement that the tests to date have been adequate and are part of ongoing checks that 
will continue next year, in collaboration with the Police Department and other agencies.

“The testing of the building continues to affirm that there is no evidence of health hazards in Build-
ing 606 related to the Hunters Point Naval Shipyard cleanup,” said health department spokeswoman 
Rachael Kagan.

This argument is one that the city has been repeating for 20 years, assuring police employees that 
they shouldn’t worry about working at the building. It’s what employees were told even when a tox-
ic waste dump 2,000 feet away caught on fire in 2000 and spewed smoke for days. And they heard it 
again when the Navy hauled thousands of truckloads of contaminated soil and dumped them next to 
the building in 2007, releasing potentially radioactive dust particles into the air.

Radioactivity has been the dominant concern at the site since dozens of radioactive ships were 
hauled back to the shipyard in 1946 after nuclear tests in the Pacific. The area also was the site of feder-
al nuclear labs that further spread toxic elements throughout buildings and the soil.

When the city promised to do more testing this year, potential exposure to radioactivity was again 
a significant concern of the building’s employees. The health department told occupants in July that 
it would perform a comprehensive search for radioactive hazards indoors and outdoors — in the air 
filters, in the crawl space beneath the building and in the soil and parking areas around it.

But five months later, that search has not begun — a delay that DeJesus found troubling.
“Why would we delay testing?” DeJesus said last week. “Why wasn’t that done first?”
City officials cited “contractual issues” with the person being hired to perform the search. He is a 

health physicist, a person trained in the effects and properties of radioactive materials. The city doesn’t 
have a health physicist on staff.

So far, only a very limited radiation scan has been performed at Building 606, confined to a single 
pile of soil that has been sitting next to the building for months awaiting disposal.

The soil was excavated to install a new sewer tank next to the building. A contractor hired by the 
health department took only one sample of the soil pile to test for radioactive substances. Although the 
levels measured were below the Navy’s cleanup standards for the former shipyard, those standards 
are based on science that is now obsolete. Compared with the EPA’s current default goals for soil at 
Superfund sites, the quantities of radioactive uranium-235 and cobalt-60 found in the pile are four 
times higher than what the federal government aims for in residential areas.

“They should have taken many samples,” said Daniel Hirsch, an independent watchdog of environ-
mental cleanups and the former chair of environmental and nuclear policy at UC Santa Cruz. “Why 
would one take only a single data point if one wanted to determine safety?” he asked, and why not 
compare it to the EPA’s current safety limits.

Similarly, a recent test of the tap water at Building 606 raises as many questions as it answers.
According to data from the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, whose water-quality labora-

tory tested the samples, the amount of lead in one sample was 31 parts per billion, about twice the regu-
latory “action” level of 15 parts per billion.

If a city finds lead above this level, the EPA says, it should take steps to reduce it. But lower levels of 
lead may still cause health problems. Another sample taken recently at Building 606 contained lead at 
11 parts per billion. The presence of lead suggests that there may be corrosion in the building’s pipes.

Other types of contaminants weren’t detected at all in Building 606’s water, including volatile organ-
ic compounds and pesticides.



However, given the limited testing done, these results may not mean much, experts said.
The Public Health Department tested the water from only two locations inside the building and two 

locations outside — and took only one sample from each location. The building contains other taps that 
weren’t tested.

“Ideally, you would measure every tap, because they all could be different,” said Kara Nelson, pro-
fessor of civil and environmental engineering at UC Berkeley and an expert on urban water supplies. 
“And then you’d do two sets of samples at least. ... It’s not recommended ever to put that much weight 
on a single sample. Weird things can happen with single samples.”

Past tests done by the health department were more rigorous. Twenty years ago, industrial hy-
gienists directed a program of water monitoring at Building 606, taking seven sets of samples over a 
10-month period from 1997 to 1998. Each round of testing analyzed up to 12 samples from as many as 
four locations within the building. Those tests first established the presence of lead and other contami-
nants in the building’s water.

Andrew DeGraca, director of the water quality division at the San Francisco Public Utilities Com-
mission, told The Chronicle that if the health department wanted “a higher level of certainty” that 
Building 606’s water is now safe, “obviously you’d go to every single tap in the building” and run tests.

He said officials might also perform what’s known as a “10-bottle test,” a procedure that involves fill-
ing 10 one-liter bottles with tap water from multiple locations and using the samples to trace the source 
of corrosion products. The PUC often uses the 10-bottle test when it analyzes water in San Francisco 
schools when lead levels are above 50 parts per billion.

Asked why more rigorous tests weren’t performed at Building 606, DeGraca said the PUC was fol-
lowing the lead of the health department, which designed the testing plan and didn’t ask for an opin-
ion about the results — or any corrective actions.

“We weren’t looking at the data and analyzing that,” he said. “That was not something we were 
asked to do.”

The health department has said that thoroughly running the water in Building 606 should eliminate 
any lead concerns, and there is also a plan to install water filters in the building. Bottled water will 
continue to be provided to Building 606 employees.

In the past, the Public Health Department misled police and the public about the water at Building 
606, downplaying problems and misrepresenting test results.

For instance, in 2007, a top official at the health agency, Vickie Wells, wrote an email to a police 
captain telling him that Building 606 occupants shouldn’t drink the tap water. She gave two reasons 
why it might be unsafe. Because the police were one of the few tenants at Hunters Point, she wrote, 
the water volume running through the shipyard’s pipes was low, possibly leading to “water sitting in 
pipes for prolonged periods of time, which could result in water quality issues.” She also pointed out 
that previous tests of Building 606’s water had shown contamination with hydrocarbon compounds 
and lead.

“I would strongly recommend that bottled drinking water be retained for Bldg 606 at Hunters 
Point,” Wells concluded in the email to the captain.

Three years later, though, she denied ever saying that.
“We never recommended bottled water,” Wells wrote in a 2010 email to health department col-

leagues.
Wells has since retired.
Health department spokeswoman Kagan said there was no contradiction between the two emails. 

The 2010 email “restates what was written” in the 2007 email, she said.
“The safety of the building,” she said, “has been reaffirmed each time.”
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A new housing complex at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard offers stunning views of the S.F. skyline, 
but some homeowners worry there might be hazardous materials at the site.

San Francisco officials have called for investigations of a city health department employee who 
helped a powerful developer sell homes on land reclaimed from a toxic Superfund site.

Four current or incoming members of the Board of Supervisors said this week they want to know if 
Amy Brownell, an environmental engineer, should have been directly involved in individual home sales 
at the former Hunters Point Naval Shipyard — the city’s biggest redevelopment project in a century.

The officials said they plan to investigate and possibly hold a hearing.
“It seems like something broke down here,” said District Eight Supervisor Rafael Mandelman. “We 

need to figure out whether this was one person acting outside her authority, or if, in fact, there are just 
no rules at all about this, which suggests a larger problem.”

Supervisors Jane Kim and Hillary Ronen agreed, along with Supervisor-elect Matt Haney, who will 
begin representing District Six in January.

The vice chair of the city’s Ethics Commission, Quentin Kopp, also said he would ask the commis-
sion staff to investigate — and possibly consider a new rule to ban interactions like Brownell’s.

The inquiries come after The Chronicle reported that Brownell, one of the city’s top health and safety 
watchdogs on the shipyard project, was aiding the company she is supposed to be regulating.

From 2014 until this spring, records show, Brownell talked with several potential home buyers at the 
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request of mega-developer Lennar Corp. Buyers were nervous about their health and safety and the 
future of the development.

The home area is on a hilltop adjacent to America’s largest Superfund site — hundreds of acres 
tainted with long-lasting radioactive substances spread by the Navy during the Cold War. In 2014, 
whistle-blowers came forward with startling allegations, saying that tests for radioactivity had been 
falsified to make the site seem cleaner than it really is.

Since then, the scandal has snowballed, bringing the cleanup to a halt and delaying future develop-
ment. Two former supervisors with Tetra Tech, a key cleanup contractor, have been sentenced to pris-
on for faking soil samples, and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency now suspects that nearly 
all of the company’s data may be bogus. And although agencies declared the home parcel safe back in 
2004, whistle-blowers said the area had never been rigorously checked, suggesting harmful radioac-
tivity could exist there too.

Lennar asked Brownell to discuss the situation with wavering buyers, and she did. But instead of 
providing house-hunters with all relevant information, she gave them a series of assurances, failing to 
disclose documents in her possession that pointed to uncertainties about the shipyard’s safety.

Since The Chronicle’s report appeared, two more shipyard homeowners have come forward to share 
their experiences with Brownell. Like the others, they said that Brownell painted an optimistic picture 
of the shipyard and minimized concerns about falsified cleanup tests.

Those actions may have crossed an ethical line, experts told The Chronicle. Brownell’s job is to pro-
tect residents and workers during the transformation of the shipyard, monitoring the site’s cleanup 
and policing the developer to make sure people aren’t exposed to hazardous substances.

“There is an appearance that public dollars are being utilized to promote the private sales of these 
homes,” said Kim, who is leaving office next month. “It is the duty of our health officials to advocate 
for the public, not the bottom line of the developer.”

Kopp said Brownell also could have put the city in a precarious legal situation if home buyers later 
felt misled.

“Jesus, if I were the director of public health, I would not allow anyone in the health department 
to participate in this fashion,” said Kopp, a former city supervisor, state senator and Superior Court 
judge.

The city attorney’s office did not respond to questions about whether Brownell’s actions may have 
violated any current laws or rules. The health department and Amy Brownell did not respond to ques-
tions in time for publication.

Brownell previously declined to comment. Health department spokeswoman Rachael Kagan has 
defended Brownell’s interactions with shipyard home buyers, saying that Brownell provided accurate 
and objective information in response to questions from the public. “We fail to see how that is improp-
er,” Kagan said.

Mayor London Breed did not answer questions about Brownell’s actions. Her spokesman, Jeff Cre-
tan, said in a statement that the health department’s duty is “to respond to questions from any member 
of the public regarding public health issues regardless of how that inquiry comes in.”

Supervisor Malia Cohen, who represents District 10, which includes the shipyard, declined to com-
ment on Brownell’s exchanges with Lennar and its home buyers. Cohen also is leaving office next 
month.

Her successor, Shamann Walton, also declined comment.
Walton is the executive director of Young Community Developers, a nonprofit that has received 

about $650,000 in grants from Lennar and its spinoff, FivePoint Holdings, since 2011, according to city 
documents. Lennar also contributed a $10 million subsidy to a joint venture involving the nonprofit. 
Walton told The Chronicle that the grants and subsidies have strengthened Bayview-Hunters Point, 
funding education and employment programs and building affordable housing for residents who oth-
erwise would be forced to leave because of high costs. His last day at the nonprofit is Jan. 4.

The shipyard development has been marketed as San Francisco’s next great neighborhood, part of 
a vast new waterfront community of 12,000 homes rising on the mothballed naval base and nearby 
Candlestick Point in the city’s southeast. About 450 housing units have been built so far on the hilltop 
outcropping known as Parcel A.

Over the past few years, as news about the cleanup darkened, the fallout stretched to Parcel A. At 
least six shipyard home buyers broke their contracts due to health and safety concerns, according to 



2017 city documents.
And with some potential home buyers wobbling, Brownell entered the picture, records show.
At least four sets of potential home buyers were sent to Brownell by Lennar agents. Three of those 

families had already put down deposits on shipyard homes when they spoke to her, and all three end-
ed up completing their purchases. They told the newspaper that Brownell struck them as knowledge-
able, responsive and reassuring.

But she didn’t give the buyers the full story. Internal city emails and project reports showed that 
Brownell painted an overly optimistic picture of the shipyard cleanup, withholding key public docu-
ments that pointed to serious problems and uncertainties.

Two other homeowners said this week that Brownell also helped persuade them to buy a shipyard 
condo. Paloma, 29, and Melissa, 31, are sisters who asked to be identified only by their first names. 
Paloma works for the Hearst Corp., which owns The Chronicle.

The women said that in 2014, they were living in the Sunset District and getting priced out when 
they discovered the shipyard, where Lennar agents were pre-selling homes that hadn’t yet been built. 
Views of the city skyline were stunning, and a new two-bedroom condo cost $562,000 — a lot of mon-
ey, but within reach, they said.

Visiting a Lennar sales office that sum-
mer, the sisters noticed a series of massive 
binders, each one stuffed with hundreds of 
pages of documents about the Superfund 
site next to the home area. Months later, 
after paying an initial deposit to reserve the 
condo, the sisters saw a television report by 
NBC Bay Area about the cleanup contractor 
Tetra Tech. It showed that the company 
had botched a series of radioactivity tests, 
submitting false data. A whistle-blower told 
the network that the data had been faked.

At that point, the sisters asked their 
Lennar saleswoman for more information 
about the cleanup. They were mainly con-
cerned for their health, but the condo “was 
also a huge investment,” Melissa said. “We 
were putting all of our savings into it.”

The saleswoman pointed them to Brownell.
“She is great and will make you feel a lot better,” the Lennar agent emailed them in November 2014, 

attaching a snapshot of Brownell’s contact information.
The sisters spoke to Brownell on the phone and by email and, as promised, she quelled their fears 

about buying a shipyard condo. Brownell dismissed the news story, telling Melissa and Paloma in an 
email that it was based on “old data” and that any problems had already been fixed.

In fact, the news report relied on the Navy’s own documents, as well as interviews with whis-
tle-blowers whose claims have since been bolstered by independent findings from the Navy, the EPA 
and the U.S. Department of Justice.

At the time, though, the Navy was characterizing the false samples as a minor glitch, and Brownell 
agreed.

“I’ve been working on this project for 21 years,” she emailed Melissa, “and the Navy has spent hun-
dreds of millions of dollars and had Regulatory Agency scrutiny of their work so that you and all the 
other new residents can help make this the last ‘new’ neighborhood of SF! It is very exciting.”

Convinced that the shipyard was safe, Paloma and her sister bought the condo and moved there in 
December 2015.

“She represented the city (as) the authority on the cleanup, so I felt she was a trusted and reliable 
source,” Paloma said.

The sisters enjoyed living at the shipyard, but as months went on and new allegations emerged 
about misconduct by Tetra Tech and faked radiation tests, they began to get scared and went back to 
Brownell.
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Officials are now questioning whether Amy Brownell, an 
environmental engineer, should have been directly involved 
in individual home sales at the former Hunters Point Naval 
Shipyard.



“We were like, ‘What’s going on Amy?’” Melissa said. “We thought everything was fine.”
Again, Brownell blamed the media, essentially characterizing investigative reports on the shipyard 

as fake news.
“I just wanted to reassure you that, as I’m sure you are aware, the news organizations are in the 

business of making headlines and selling news,” Brownell wrote to the sisters on Sept. 29, 2016. In the 
same email, she spoke in glowing terms about the development, writing, “Every time I see the build-
ings, views and open space areas it makes me so excited for this new neighborhood that is being creat-
ed.”

In hindsight, Paloma told The Chronicle, it’s clear to her that Brownell was communicating a distort-
ed and unrealistic view of the shipyard.

“I feel like she was anchored as a closer for the developer, and I think that was really inappropriate,” 
Paloma said. “They should have just been honest and told people the facts.”

The sisters have recently joined about 20 other shipyard homeowners who are suing Lennar/Five-
Point and Tetra Tech, alleging that the companies failed to disclose facts about contamination. The 
companies have said the lawsuits are baseless.

Although the city is not a defendant in the lawsuits, the sisters said they also felt misled by Brownell.
“Not only were we putting our trust in the future of this new development, but we were putting our 

trust in the city to take care of us,” Melissa said. “So it is just really frustrating all around.”
Reacting to The Chronicle’s recent investigation, Supervisor Ronen said that Brownell appeared to 

have “curated” documents and arguments for home buyers, stressing positive information while with-
holding evidence of problems.

“That is what I found particularly upsetting,” Ronen said. “If she is picking and choosing informa-
tion in a biased fashion, that is a major problem. And then, if that is done in coordination with the 
developer of the property, that is without a doubt, a major ethical problem and completely inappropri-
ate.”

Ronen and other supervisors said that, depending on the outcome of their investigation, they may 
ask the health department to clarify that its role is not to help Lennar/FivePoint sell homes. The su-
pervisors could also pursue a legislative fix, altering the city code to prohibit health regulators like 
Brownell from participating in the marketing and sales machinery of private developers, while also 
making sure that the public can still get information from city officials.

“Perception matters,” said Haney, the supervisor-elect. “Trust is important, especially when we are 
talking about people’s lives and their health and well-being.”


